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Preface

This book responds to the great interest for innovation in the large domain of technologies.
Manufacturing, electronic components, computers, development of the Internet, and health‐
care are in need of advanced technologies that have been presented by researchers in this
book. The book Cutting Edge Research in Technologies presents contributions by researchers
with high expertise in the field, serving as a valuable reference for scientists, researchers,
graduate students, and professionals. The subjects were chosen so as to cover the greatest
advancements in the field, which are today at the forefront of technology. The authors were
highly motivated to share the results of their new research for the benefit of the readers.

The book has five chapters covering the following subjects: information and communication
technologies and services with the aim of improving the quality of life and the mobility of
users; localization technologies for deployment of mobile robots in dynamic environments;
embedded video processing circuit design flow in the Python language; data communica‐
tions and networking; and textile weaving.

In the domain of information and communication technologies and services with the aim of
improving the quality of life and the mobility of users, some possibilities of applying ICT to
improve safe movement of blind and visually impaired persons are presented. In order to
achieve greater information and safe movement of the user in the environment, identifica‐
tion and definition of the relevant parameters necessary to define the user’s requirements
are made, as the basic precondition for the design of new information and communication
services.

In the field of localization technologies for deployment of mobile robots in dynamic environ‐
ments, a 3 DoF/6 DoF localization system for low computing power mobile robot platforms
is presented. The evaluation of the developed dynamic robot localization (DRL) system in
three computing platforms is performed. The self-localization system is also able to perform
mapping of the environment with probabilistic integration or removal of geometry and can
use surface reconstruction to minimize the impact of sensor noise.

In the domain of embedded video processing circuit design flow in the Python language, an
overview of video processing requirements, programmable devices used for embedded vid‐
eo processing, and the components of a video processing chain is presented. A novel design
flow for generating customizable intellectual property cores used in streaming video proc‐
essing applications is proposed.

In the domain of data communications and networking, an analysis of data link control pro‐
tocols is presented, in the presence of error.Finally, in the domain of textile weaving, an
overview of the historical facts of the art of hand weaving with patterned fabrics with multi‐



ple effects is provided. In addition, a way to determine the technique of weaving and con‐
struction parameters of each fabric pattern is provided.

I hope that specialists in the field read more, as the aim of this book is to educate them and
get them interested in pursuing in-depth study.

I am happy to see this book being published, as it is source of great learning in which re‐
searchers have shared their valuable experiences. It also covers the state of the art in a world
that needs more technological advancements to prosper.

I would like to thank all the researchers for accepting the invitation to contribute to this
book and hope that it will leave its mark in the field.

Prof. Constantin Volosencu
'Politehnica' University of Timişoara

Romania
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Chapter 1

Possibilities of Applying ICT to Improve Safe Movement
of Blind and Visually Impaired Persons

Dragan Peraković, Marko Periša and Ante Bilić Prcić

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/61080

Abstract

Today’s level of the development of information and communication technologies
enables the implementation of assistive technologies that can contribute to improved
mobility of the persons with impaired vision (users that move along the traffic
network). The user in this research has the role of a pedestrian moving along the traffic
network, using information and communication technology (ICT) solutions and
services for the purpose of information about the surrounding and navigation. In order
to achieve greater information and safe movement of the user in the environment, one
has to identify and define the relevant parameters necessary to define the user’s
requirements, as the basic precondition for the design of new information and
communication services. The analysis of the most used application solutions for mobile
terminal devices showed the failure in providing precise information to the user,
designing of functionality, structure of information and education of the users about
the new solutions and services. The downsides of the current applications have served
as the basis in defining the recommendations for the development of future applica‐
tions, with the aim of increasing the user safety. Proper structure of information allows
the user a faster and easier search of relevant information and information methods
while moving along the traffic network elements. Therefore, the recommendations in
designing future solutions and services based on possible technologies of short
coverage area (RFID, NFC, Bluetooth, WiFi, RTLS) have been defined. These technol‐
ogies allow communication connectivity of the users, other traffic entities and the entire
traffic surrounding into a unique whole by using the principle of Internet of Things
(IoT).

Keywords: Internet of Things, Assistive technology, Cloud computing, Mobility,
Navigation

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



1. Introduction

According to the data of the World Health Organisation, there are today 285 million people in
the world with impaired vision, out of which 39 million are regarded as blind while 246 million
are regarded as partially sighted [1]. According to the latest report about the disabled persons
in the Republic of Croatia, there are 17,428 persons with impaired vision, which is 3.4% of the
total number of persons with disabilities [2]. According to the mentioned literature, there are
1,961 persons with impaired vision in the City of Zagreb. Out of this number, 185 blind persons
(users) move every day using the white cane aid. This paper presents the analysis of imple‐
menting the information and communication (IC) technologies and services with the aim of
improving the quality of living and the mobility of the users. The user is in the role of a
pedestrian moving along the traffic network and their aim is to get precise information about
their location and environment. From the definition of the pedestrian and categorisation, the
disabled person represents the more endangered group in the traffic system, which includes
also persons of impaired vision [3]. Independent moving of the users is based today exclusively
on the use of aids such as: the white cane and guide dog. Infrastructure such as the traffic
network element is also an important parameter in the function of user orientation and
navigation. The accessibility elements are part of the infrastructure which can also be imple‐
mented into the intersections and public urban transport stops (trams, buses, taxi stands) [4].
Today’s time of new technologies and services may provide the users better information, as
well as adjustment of the traffic environment to the users’ requirements. The implementation
of information and communication technology according to the user’s requirements allows
the user to overcome social and infrastructural barriers which is the basic aim and purpose of
the assistive technology [5, 6]. Some of the implementations of the assistive technologies are
reflected in the use of IC solutions for navigation and guiding of the users along the traffic
network. The mentioned solutions are based on the global navigation satellite systems (GNSS),
data transfer systems in mobile networks (GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, etc.) and geographic infor‐
mation systems (GIS). The user interface is an important component in such solutions because
it has to be adapted and completely accessible through its functionalities. The analysis of
availability and characteristics of the GPS systems reflects the basic problem in such solutions,
the error in the information provided to the user about the location [7–9]. The drawbacks can
be compensated by the implementation of other technologies (RFID, WIFI, NFC, Bluetooth,
RTLS) for the sake of locating and navigating the user [10,–12]. Recognising the elements of
traffic intersections as part of the traffic network can be done by implementing the points of
interest (POI) within the mobile applications. POI marks have the role of informing the user
about a facility which is located in their vicinity [13]. The information about the location and
the environment of the user represents the basic parameters in defining the user requirement
for the route planning. By collecting all the relevant data into a single information system can
be done by implementing the conceptual model based on Cloud Computing (CC) platform [7].
CC is used as a platform in services for the recognition of traffic intersections, as well as in
recognising the pedestrian crossings and informing of all stakeholders [14, 15]. The described
research results in this paper will form the basis for the definition of recommendations and
guidelines for the introduction and implementation of new user-tailored IC technologies and
services.

Cutting Edge Research in Technologies2
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2. Models of assistive technology systems

The development in technology in the past two decades has opened new possibilities for the
persons with impaired vision who successfully compete with visually healthy persons in all
life segments [5]. This competition could not be achieved without using assistive technologies.
One of the most acceptable definitions of assistive technologies was provided by the Faculty
of Medical Sciences, University of Campinas, Campinas, Brazil, which says that assistive
technologies are an interdisciplinary field of knowledge which encompasses products, means,
methodology, strategies, skills and services whose aim is the development of the functionality
of the persons with impaired vision regarding autonomy, independence, quality of living and
social inclusion. Similarly, the US Technology Related Assistance for Individuals with
disabilities Act (1988) defines assistive technologies as any item, part of equipment, i.e. system
whether acquired commercially, modified or adapted, that is used for upgrading, maintenance
or improvement of functional abilities of the persons with disabilities.

The role of assistive technologies in levelling the possibilities of accessing information to
handicapped pupils lies primarily in reducing the effect of sensory impairments, and within
the frame of the social model the aim of assistive technology is to overcome the gap between
the things that the persons with disabilities want to do and the things that the current social
infrastructure allows them to do [19]. Assistive technologies consist of the equipment, devices
and systems that can be used to overcome social, infrastructural and other barriers encountered
by the persons with disabilities and those that prevent them from having equal participation
in all aspects of the society [5].

The widely accepted overview of the assistive technology is represented by ISO-classification
of technical aids (ISO 9999 Technical aids for the disabled), which has been adopted by CEN
(European Committee on Normalisation) for information exchange about technical aids. This
classification includes:

• aids during treatment and therapy;

• orthoses and prostheses;

• aids for mobility which enable personal mobility or transport;

• home aids and equipment;

• equipment intended for adjustments in the house;

• aids for communication, information and signalisation;

• aids for handling other items;

• aids and equipment for environmental improvement; and

• recreation aids.

Access to information is becoming all the more important in the life of any person, and it is
especially important in case of persons with impaired vision. The majority of information is

Possibilities of Applying ICT to Improve Safe Movement of Blind and Visually Impaired Persons
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obtained through visual and auditive channels, and if information is not available in alternative
formats and/or technology does not allow access to the information, the persons with sensor
impairments experience reduced access to information.

In spite of all technological advancement, accessing information remains an almost unreach‐
able aim for visually impaired persons, limiting thus their opportunities for employment,
education, leisure and independence [16] [17]. Constant barriers prevent independent, reliable
and timely access to information. The same authors state that the majority of sources of
information (such as, e.g., newspapers, magazines, and TV programs, PCs) rely on visual
channels and visual accessibility such as black print or application of video displays. In their
opinion, the design and implementation of assistive technologies would provide equal access
to information for the visually impaired persons.

The technology is one of the strongest allies to the visually impaired persons in overcoming
the negative effects of visual impairment [18]. The technology is related to successful education
and positive change in attitudes and has potential in reducing the influence of certain negative
consequences brought by visual impairment. Closely connected with education, assistive
technology makes it possible for the visually impaired persons to become more successful,
function as equal members of the society and develop their personal self-respect.

The main strength of assistive technologies is balancing of the possibilities of accessing
information as well as other social possibilities on equal level like the visually healthy persons.
The way they will manage the information and use them depends on the users of assistive
technologies themselves.

The users of assistive technologies also differ regarding their characteristics, interests, skills,
values and level of impairment. As a result of great diversity in the requirements of end users,
applications and context, there is need for a simple, efficient and unique framework.

The aims of the framework are as follows:

• implementation in any assistive technology system;

• classification of the assistive technologies system;

• defining the basic structure of assistive technologies system and its implementation in
further analyses in device specification;

• development of new assistive technologies systems in order to satisfy the end users;

• support to the process of providing assistive technologies to a certain user with the aim of
the user accepting the solution, and

• possibility of understanding the method of functioning of the system for researchers and
engineers in social context.

Due to a very complex situation in the real environment in which the end user is often present,
the access during modelling of the assistive technology system model often cannot satisfy all
the aims of the framework; therefore, the focus is on two main approaches. The first is satisfying
the requirements of the end user with adequate assistive technology and measuring the

Cutting Edge Research in Technologies4
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outcomes of using assistive technology and the second is development of general framework
for device analysis.

The satisfying of user requirements of the end user with adequate technology is related to the
methodologies of the quality of living. Today’s studies place greatest emphasis on the
development of technologies whereas very little is written about the very evaluation of their
effects. Measuring the outcomes of applying assistive technologies requires consideration of
technology and the users who use it which means that the traffic and technological solution
for the navigation and guidance of the blind and visually impaired persons need to be placed
in the context in which it is used. The assessments of the effects of assistive technologies can
be divided into two categories: objective assessment (measuring characteristics, how fast the
user can overcome a barrier or find data using the screen reader, etc.) and subjective assessment
(survey of the user satisfaction with the proposed technology).

Methods for the assessment of the quality of living of the blind and visually impaired persons:

• method of assessing adequate technology and user (matching person and technology –
MPT);

• method of assessing individual efficiency of assistive technology (individually prioritised
problem assessment – IPPA).

The mentioned methods allow the defining of the currently available information and
communication technology and services, whose purpose is to determine the location of the
user, as well as precise guiding and navigation of the user to the destination.

Method of assessing the adequate technology and the user is a procedure used to determine
the outcomes of implementing adequate technology to the user in a defined environment. It
consists of three main components: user, technology and environment.

The assessment procedure is carried out together with the user through six steps out of which
three steps refer to the questionnaire, and other three to the discussion about the outcomes
and activities that need to be undertaken.

The method of assessing individual efficiency of assistive technology or IPPA assesses the
efficiency of implementing assistive technology by determining the level to which the
problems and barriers the user encountered in everyday activities have been reduced. The
assessment is based on identification of the seven barriers by the user in performing everyday
activities, which could be reduced by using assistive technology.

To design the assistive technology system, it is necessary to know the basic models such as:
HAAT (human activity assistive technology) model and CAT (comprehensive assistive
technology) model [5].

2.1. Human Activity Assistive Technology (HAAT) model

This model, according to Cook and Hussey (2002), is an example of development of the general
structure which is used for the analysis, synthesis and development, but it excludes connection
of the device and the user. The definition of the assistive technology system allows the user to
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perform activities in the context of social environment with possible assistance of some of the
assistive technologies.

Figure 1. HAAT model according to Cook and Hussey

Figure 1 presents all the components of the model with the user who is in the centre of the
system. The HAAT model system consists of four components:

• Context – social frame and physical surrounding in which the person and the assistive
technology are functioning;

• Person – user in the centre of the model, which has the characteristics of a sensor input, and
the power of central processing and motoric output;

• Activities – procedure, work or task performed by the user (the entire model depends on
them), and

• Assistive technology – external assistance used to overcome contextual barriers and
hindrances.

2.2. Comprehensive Assistive Technology (CAT) model

The model of final (more detailed) assistive technology has come out of the HAAT model. The
structure of the model is in the shape of a tree, with limited number of variables on each branch.
This display makes the model extremely understandable (Figure 2).

The highest level consists of four components that define the system of assistive technology:

• User – centre of the system;

Cutting Edge Research in Technologies6
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• Context – environment in which assistive technology is used;

• Activities – which are to be used, and

• Technology that is used.

The aim of this model is to identify the drawbacks of implementing assistive technology. The
result of this is the development of a system in the areas in which there is currently no
elaborated approach or increase in the capacity of the existing system so that the user would
have more options.

Figure 2. Presentation of CAT model

As an example one can mention the failure of installing audio signals at all signalised inter‐
sections, but rather only on some of them, making thus this system an assistive technology
system. If all signal-controlled intersections were equipped with audio signalling devices, this
would then represent a standardised solution.

3. Study of implementation of assistive technologies for the purpose of
informing and navigating the users

Movement of the blind or visually impaired person is almost impossible today without the
aids (white cane), which is not just an aid in moving, but also a symbol of the blind or visually
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impaired person. The idea for the usage of a white cane as the aid for moving was first invented
in 1921 by James Biggs from Bristol (Great Britain). A decade later, the white cane was
recognised in the society as an aid for the blind. In the USA, the implementation of this aid
started in 1930 (Lion's Clubs International) with a black cane. After a lot of criticism because
the persons using it were not sufficiently conspicuous, a white coloured cane started to be
used. Since then, the white cane has become the most used aid in the function of orientation
and movement of the blind and as such it has become the main element of assistive technology.
The performed analyses of development of the current technology and devices have defined
the relevant parameters for independent moving and information about the environment of
the user moving along the traffic network. The presentation of the analysis of availability of
mobile terminal devices and applications included participation of the users of the association
HUPRT (The Croatian Society for Promotion and Development of Tiphlotechnology1). The
procedure included participation of 16 users from the Society who use mobile navigation
applications in their movements along the traffic network of the City of Zagreb. Testing of
applications and mobile terminal devices (MTD) was carried out in the duration of 14 days at
the traffic intersections in the City of Zagreb.

The presented research results included also, apart from the users of applications for guiding
and navigation, the participation of other users from the HUPRT Society, with the aim of
assessing the availability and adjustment of MTDs.

3.1. Analysis of availability of mobile terminal devices

In the analysis of MTD availability, the users have assessed the following: currently used
operating systems, type of GPS receiver, input–output units, possibility of voice management
of applications and the device itself. Table 1 shows the analysed characteristics of MTDs; the
selected devices represent the most used group of currently used MTDs.

According to the analysed data, the most important parameter for the users in the hardware
part of the equipment is the existence of a keyboard as input unit. The output units (voice)
mostly used are TTS applications such as: Mobile Speak, TalkBack, Talks and those integrated
in the operating system. The operating systems that have been analysed are important from
the aspect of accessibility of applications used by the users.

The applications are analysed according to parameters that are listed in Table 2. The users have
evaluated the importance (1 – not important, 5 – very important) of individual functionalities.

Loadstone GPS – application is free, i.e. it represents open-source variant GPS navigation
application, which has been specially made for the blind or visually impaired users. The
application operates with Symbian platform of series 60 and it can be connected with different
GPS modules, either external ones or those installed in the mobile device. Loadstone does not
use ready-made maps for movement and navigation, but rather the users themselves need to
define the maps and movement routes that, after having been defined, can be sent to Loadstone
central server so that other users may also use the made maps or routes. The application can

1 Joint term for all aids used by the blind and visually impaired persons
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operate off- or online for which the connection to Internet is necessary, so that the decision of
the usage lies on the end user. The advantage of this application is the language support
(Croatian) and functioning with Symbian screen readers that include Talks and Mobile Speak.

Outdoor Navigation – Windows phone 7 application has the possibility of selecting the maps
(Google maps, OpenStreetMaps or OpenCycleMaps) for usage. The application also supports
offline/online operating mode, which is extremely important for the users (social aspect). A
large number of possibilities such as the possibility of independent input of points of interest
(import KML2 and Geocaching of LOC files), defining of SOS calls that may be in the form of
SMS message or e-mail contact, sharing of defined routes of movement by means of online
Facebook account or by sending e-mails. The application is additionally equipped by trip
computer which enables measuring of the average movement speed, distance travelled,
measuring of the altitude and integrated digital compass. The downside of the application is
the impossibility of using any screen readers and the price.

Mobile Geo – application can be installed on any mobile device supported under Windows
Mobile platform. Mobile Geo cooperates directly with the screen reader Mobile Speak for smart
phones and enables users to use mobile phones with installed GPS modules or to connect them
with other commercial modules. Using GPS solutions developed in the Sendero group, enables

Source: [20]

Table 1. Presentation of analysed characteristics of mobile terminal device components

2 Keyhole Markup Language – files read by Google Earth application
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the Mobile Geo user great portability and flexibility in providing diverse information, using
the installed maps in the memory of the mobile terminal device and at the same time enabling
the formation and 100% control of new routes or upgrade of the existing ones. The user has
the possibility for central transfer of licences which means that, if the user wants to change the
mobile terminal device, the licence can be transferred to the new one without additional costs.
The downside of the application is the unavailability of the digital map of the Republic of
Croatia, and Mobile Speak for smart phones which operates on Windows mobile platform also
has no voice support for the Croatian language.

Intersection Explorer – application which is exclusively intended for the blind and visually
impaired users, does not have the function of user navigation, but rather provides the user
with information about the location of the traffic intersection. It operates on the principle of
Google tools Street view which provides the users virtual research of the locations and
orientation by means of panoramic images recorded at the street level. A blind or visually
impaired person with this study has the possibility of easier perception of the environment

Source: [20]

Table 2. Presentation of analysed functionalities of navigation applications and their accessibility
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(traffic intersection) which surrounds them. The application operates exclusively on mobile
terminal devices that use the operating system Android.

WalkyTalky – application which is also intended for the blind and visually impaired persons,
operates together with the application Intersection Explorer (Android). The intention of the
application is to guide and navigate the users to the final destination by using Google maps.
The application allows the search of points of interest, but has no possibility of their input. The
advantages of the application are voice support integrated in the application.

Nokia maps – application which is mainly used by the newer generations of Nokia mobile
devices (Nokia Belle OS and Nokia Anna OS), but its maps can be loaded today also for iOS
and Android operating system. Nokia maps allows storing and sharing of routes used by the
user via social networks or by sending electronic mail. A detailed overview of the points of
interest and their input is defined according to the user’s requirements. Information about
public transport is a possibility not provided by any of the analysed applications, and they are
of great assistance to the blind and visually impaired persons. The application can be down‐
loaded to the mobile terminal device by creating a user profile which is also a great advantage
in relation to the applications that are charged.

The analysis of applications has identified the drawbacks such as the impossibility of automatic
creation of return route and language voice navigation in Croatian if the user has no installed
voice application. The method of starting and configuration in some applications is very
complicated which makes it difficult for the blind or visually impaired person to use the
application. Automatic recognition of the mode of usage, e.g. if the user goes on foot along one
section and after that enters the public transport vehicle, is not enabled by any of the analysed
applications.

3.2. Analysis of current technologies in the function of locating and informing of users

In the closed spaces and premises which disturb the GPS signal, i.e. where the possibility of
determining the position of the user by implementing the GPS system is difficult or almost
impossible, the positioning may be performed by the application of the mentioned technolo‐
gies:

• RfID;

• Bluetooth;

• NFC - (Near field communication);

• Wireless LAN;

• RTLS; and

• Locating by means of base stations:

◦ GSM – Global System for Mobile Communications;

◦ UMTS – Universal Mobile Telecommunications System, and

◦ LTE – Long Term Evolution.
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The main characteristics in user positioning of the mentioned technologies are presented in
Figure 3. The technologies are analysed with the aim of obtaining precise position of the user
using it. The basic data about RfID technology is maximal working distance, which affects the
advantage of this technology [22]. Technology of connecting Bluetooth and NFC have their
advantages and are recommended to obtain information up to a maximum of 0.20 [m], and
their advantage is low energy consumption. Wireless technology is also reflected in the
advantages of the transfer speed and the security of data transfer [23, 24]. Locating by means
of base stations has no significant advantages in this group of users, and the disadvantage is
insufficient precision in determining the location.

Important characteristic of individual technologies is the capacity of data stored in tags (RFID,
NFC), which is important from the aspect of user information. In case of RFID technologies,
the mentioned data depend on the performance mode, therefore in case of Passive tag the data
capacity is from 48 to 736 bytes. Active tag has the capacity of 64 to 32 KB, and Read-only which
has the capacity of 20 bits.

Bluetooth technology depends on the version on the mobile terminal device, and it is exclu‐
sively used for information transfer to the user. The transfer speed depends on the versions,
the latest version Bluetooth SIG (V 4.0LE) allows speed of 25 Mbps. NFC technology allows
data transfer speed of up to 424 kbit/s, parallel to RFID technology represents Point-to-Point
communication, and a scope smaller than 0.2 m. Wireless technology provides transfer speeds
depending on the protocols; standard protocols operate at frequencies of 2.4 GHz (802.11b and
802.11g) and 5 GHz (802.11a) and allow transfer speeds of up to 54 Mbit/s.

Figure 3. Characteristics of other technologies in positioning of the user [21]

Mobile terminal devices that have been adapted to the visually impaired persons are equipped
with analysed technologies. The basic functionalities are used independently by 84% of
interviewed users, whereas 16% of users have the problem due to lack of adaptation. The
mentioned data are important since the most used mobile terminal devices equipped with the
mentioned technologies (Bluetooth, Wireless, NFC, GPS) have been analysed.
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For more precision in obtaining information about the user location who moves along the
traffic network, it is recommended to use RFID technology. The mentioned technology is used
to identify and inform the user about the state and environment of the traffic intersection. The
user receives information by using the mobile terminal device.

Figure 4. Preview of fulfilling of user requirements based on different mobile application connectivity [21]

The possibilities of applying individual technologies are presented in Figure 4, which presents
in detail the connectivity between the user (user law) and all the stakeholders.

4. Defining of user request in the function of realising the aim of the
assistive technology

The movement of users along the traffic network depends on a number of key parameters. The
solutions that are today used in the function of guiding and navigation of users and informa‐
tion (according to user requests) have not sufficient presence of relevant parameters. The role
of key parameters is to enable the adaptation of the model to users’ requests providing the
user with safe movement.

4.1. Identification of relevant parameters of guiding and navigating

The systemic approach enables identification of the key parameters which result from two
scientific areas: field of technology of traffic and transport and the field of education and
rehabilitation science.
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For model optimisation, i.e. adjustment of individual elements of the traffic system, it is
necessary to optimise function Pz, i.e. to evaluate single function variables:

Ku – quality of service;

Sr – contribution to solution standardisation;

Zp – implementation of law and regulations, and

E – education of users about new solutions.

From the mentioned conditions, the function of satisfaction is formed:

( , , , )Pz f Ku Sr Zp E= (1)

By studying the needs of the users moving along the traffic network, the traffic parameters
have been defined (field technology of traffic and transport), whereas the parameters from the
scientific area of social sciences (field of education and rehabilitation science) were studied by
the implementation of training of education and movement. The training of orientation and
movement satisfy the following elements: moving across the open space, movement on
internal polygon, and moving along the traffic intersection.

The results of the mentioned training are the definitions of relevant parameters which are the
basis of further research in the area of designing models of guiding, navigation and information
of users. Table 3 shows certain parameters depending on the scientific field.

Source: [25]

Table 3. Parameters of guidance and navigation of the blind and visually impaired persons within the traffic network

Definitions of parameter from the presented table:

• speed – notion that defines the speed of user movement along the desired route (depending
on the route and time);

• time – notion which describes the duration of the user movement along the desired route;

• safety of movement – undisturbed movement, so that the user acquires confidence in the
proposed solution and gets the feeling of safety;
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• precise information – information which raises the user’s feeling of security, because if
information is not precise, the movement of the user may be endangered;

• landmark – data which may give the user the information in which direction to continue
moving, information about their location;

• perception – recognition of the environment in which the user is positioned due to which
the information is memorised;

• orientation – managing in space (not equally expressed in all persons);

• independence – feeling that the proposed model allows the user moving with minimal
assistance by another person;

• mobility – free movement of the user, i.e. ability of walking in a safe and coordinated way,
and

• user education – education of the users about the method of using the system.

The conceptions that surround the user while moving along the traffic network are an
important segment in the creation of the knowledge base. The relevant parameters of guidance
and navigation of users while moving along the traffic network can be presented as the life-
cycle of knowledge.

4.2. Defining user requests

By using the aids in the function of movement, the blind and visually impaired persons want
to arrive from point A to point B in a safe, simple, efficient and independent manner. For that
purpose, it is important to define users’ requests that are based on relevant parameters. The
users’ requests can be divided into two categories:

• Basic information (use of current aids) and

• Expanded (additional information by using assistive technologies).

The basic users’ requests consist of the following:

• Information on location;

• Information on guidance and navigation;

• Information on facilities surrounding the user;

• Information of audio character;

• Information about descending and ascending kerbstone;

• Information about the traffic intersection;

• Information on the method of traffic control (tactile line, traffic light system or something
else);

• Information of the right moment to cross the street;
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• Information on the system operation (breakdown of the system or upgrade); and

• Information of arrival to the destination.

The notion of identification of the user is defined within the zone of identification (their
location) – depending on the size of the traffic intersection, the zone of user identification is
defined. Informing the user about the location and navigation (shape of the traffic intersection
and all its elements) includes an example when the user obtains from the system precise
information about their location in the form of audio or voice information. The system
navigates the user by tactile or voice information. Information of users about the facilities that
surround them includes facilities that surround the user and which have to be in the identifi‐
cation zone. The facilities may be state institutions, banks, hospitals, cultural facilities of
significance and other facilities that can be found in the user’s surrounding. Enabling the
actuation of the audio signalisation contributes to the raising of the level of the quality of living
of citizens into the environment with the solution, mostly due to the noise produced by audio
signalling devices at traffic intersections, the system allows actuation of audio information
after user identification. At the moment of audio signal actuation, the user has to have enough
time to orientate themselves towards their target. The management of the real-time informa‐
tion of the user is a service that informs the user with audio or voice information about the
changes on their movement route. Example: if there are works on the pedestrian crossing and
there is no possibility of crossing it, the user receives information about this, and receives
suggestions about the alternative routes for safe movement. Provision of information accord‐
ing to a greater number of criteria and special points of interest is used if the user uses
navigation application in their movement, the system provides information such as: selection
of the shortest route, information input on the navigation map about the user environment,
pre-announcement when arriving to the input point of interest (example: how many metres
the user has to go to the defined point).

Provision of information about the direction of movement using tactile and voice information
is possible by using the elements of accessibility during which the user receives information
about their direction of movement. Voice information provides the user with the information
about the size of the intersection, its elements (the number of lanes in which direction),
existence of bus and tram stops. By applying the basic and secondary geographical parts of
the world, the user gets information about navigation along their route. This is voice infor‐
mation and the user receives information in the following form: movement in EAST–WEST
direction along the Harambašieva Street.

The logic structure of information allows the user a more suitable method of using the service;
according to the most frequently used information, logic structure of the system allows easier
approach to the most frequently used information. The most frequently used information is
defined according to single user requests, which also provides the dynamics of the model itself.

Two-way information, data and voice communication with the user, provides the user with
the possibility to define their route prior to starting their movement along the traffic network
by using navigation applications, and during their movement, the user can independently
enter the information that had not been entered before. For safety reasons, the information can
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be very important, for instance, if there are works in the direction in which the user is moving
or some information at the intersection are incorrect.

Information of users, position precision of the user – by applying other technologies (RfID,
Bluetooth, WiFi, RTLS or NFC) the user receives precise information about their position.

Automatic control of signal-controlled system, longer green phase for pedestrians – when
identifying the user, the system allows longer duration of green phase for pedestrians. After
the user leaves the system, the system returns to the state prior to user identification.

Another category of user requests represents a group that is based on the already described
definitions, but supported by new ICT and services. Therefore, it is necessary to satisfy
additional requirements:

• precise location of the user ~0.5 [m];

• precise information about the movement;

• user-friendliness of the mobile terminal device (keyboard and screen reader);

• possibility of creating priority information;

• economically affordable solution;

• possibility of creating pre-announcement prior to arriving to the destination;

• possibility of facility identification;

• possibility of identifying the traffic intersection, and

• selection of the device operation mode offline–online.

For everything mentioned, it is important that the system elements can operate in any weather
conditions for the user safety. If the weather conditions allow some changes in the system
operation, the user has to be informed.

5. Possibilities of applying advanced technologies in increasing the safety
of user movements

The user requests described according to the possible operating modes can be integrated into
one whole by applying the concept of Cloud Computing. For this purpose, the CCfB (Cloud
Computing for the Blind) architecture has been defined and it makes it possible to combine all
relevant information into one database [7]. An example of such architecture is presented in
Figure 5 where the user is in the very centre of the system, and is surrounded by all relevant
information necessary for safe and coordinated movement along the traffic network. The user
access to relevant information is possible by implementing Web 2.0 technology, which allows
adapted Internet and mobile application [26].
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Figure 5. Simplified architecture of the Cloud Computing for the Blind system

Functionality of the presented model based on CC platform is shown in Figure 6. CCfB
architecture is based on IaaS service model described by UML diagram of the Use case. IaaS
model provides the possibility of storing data and computation abilities as standardised
service via network. The data found in IaaS architecture are created and updated by the users,
service provider and the third party (stakeholders). This allows delivery of services in SaaS or
PaaS architecture in the public scenario, which has been defined depending on the user
requirements.

The implementation model used in the presented solution is the Public Cloud, where the
infrastructure in CCfB is accessible not only to the users but also other stakeholders (AuP
system, HAK (Croatian automobile club), public urban transport system, traffic light control
system). Public Cloud represents a model of open use by public, infrastructure an be managed,
used and in the ownership of one or several business, public or state organisations (it exists at
the service provider location). The mentioned approach, i.e. by applying CC platform in
combining the described data, the dynamic scaling of the system depending on the users’ needs
and the requirements of the system itself is possible.
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used and in the ownership of one or several business, public or state organisations (it exists at
the service provider location). The mentioned approach, i.e. by applying CC platform in
combining the described data, the dynamic scaling of the system depending on the users’ needs
and the requirements of the system itself is possible.
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Figure 6. Functionality of conceptual model based on Cloud Computing platform [7]

The mentioned architecture elements (User tracking, Points of interest) allow creation of the
user knowledge base, thus providing the system in future operation with independent
decision-making processes.

The access to the contents of information, as already mentioned, is possible by using mobile
application or by means of the Internet browser. Therefore, the MTD interface accessible to
visually impaired persons is important to satisfy all the accessibility aspects “Design for
Usability” [27]. According to the elements of universal design, the mobile application has to
be available to all the groups of users, which means that it should not deviate in its design and
possibilities from the standard solutions. The design has to be equally adapted for both the
left-handed and right-handed persons. The usage flexibility is important when satisfying the
user requirements, and for this purpose it is recommended during user installation to define
the user profile so that the user would always have the requested information. Because of the
possibility of connecting the application with the web interface, it is necessary for the mobile
and web application to have satisfied standards in the selection of colours for the partially
sighted persons, as well as the possibility of increasing or reducing the font size.
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The contents of application must provide clear and understandable information, mostly
because of compatibility for the screen readers. When defining the basic information, it is
important to provide the users with the possibility of defining their own level of disability in
order to be able to modify the information.

By defining the level of disability, the user can have better accessibility of the requested
information, and it can be thus modified according to the user requirements. Image informa‐
tion has to be accompanied by description and the information has to be understandable,
regardless of the user experience, knowledge, language knowledge or current level of
concentration. Information provided by the application also has to have linguistic support for
the majority of world languages.

The application design has to be such as to minimise the dangers, and to prevent consequences
of incidental or unintentional activity. The information management elements need to be set
in such a way as to reduce to minimum the danger and errors due to the application operation:
the most frequently used elements; the most accessible ones; elimination of dangerous
elements, isolated or covered. Insure the warnings of danger or possible error. Provide
protection elements. Disable involuntary procedures in creating information that require full
concentration of the user. Operation with the application should not present for the user any
physical or mental effort, i.e. such effort should be reduced to a minimum.

The real-time passenger information, a service which informs the user by means of audio or
voice information about the changes on their movement route. Example: if there are works on
the pedestrian crossing and there is possibility of not being able to cross, the user receives
information about this, and receives suggestions about alternative routes for safe movement.
Two-way information, data and voice communication, with the user is important before
moving along the traffic network. The users can create themselves their routes within the
application, the information that is not entered can be entered by the users independently
during their movement. The information can be very important for safety reasons; for instance,
if there are works along the direction of the user movement or the information at the intersec‐
tion is incorrect.

The accompanying contents that surround the user can be defined within the application as
points of interest. The possibility of such information can be used if the user wants to receive
information about the accompanying content such as cafés, restaurants, museums, shopping
centres, hospitals, etc.

Because of the possibility of connecting with the web application, it is necessary to insure
compatibility of the device. Current data about the number of used devices go in the favour
of devices that have a keyboard, whereas there is less usage of the devices with touch screen
as input units. Because of its input unit, iPhone device provides a keyboard as an additional
component which is also a very good characteristic of the producer in approaching design.

Stakeholders presented in Figure 6 can be expanded with users who base their approach on
volunteering. For this purpose, the goal is to enable complete functional service of providing
assistance in situations when others need help, regardless of the level of degree and type of
assistance to the end user [28]. Today's applicative solutions can be expanded for this purpose
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by modules that would connect the people who want to help and those who need that help.
Today’s development of the technology allows this without mediation of various organisations
and societies and strengthens the feeling of unity and trust to public welfare.

The integration with geo-location services allows sending pre-defined SMS messages with the
possibility of editing, i.e. automatic connection of pre-defined services and professional
services and organisations. Using simple examples: crossing an intersection, passing along a
rutted pedestrian path or entering a public transport means, it is obvious that such modules
really help the people who want to provide assistance. Special focus is on the social component
and further spontaneous development of the system towards a maximally wide range of
services and forms of assistance.

For the purpose of informing the users, it is possible to use the short-range technologies (NFC
and Bluetooth), as presented in Figure 7. Possibility of informing the user who is at a traffic
intersection and uses mobile application on their MTD can be performed by using NFC or
Bluetooth technology [29].

Figure 7. Possibility of implementing NFC technology for user information

Therefore, it is necessary to satisfy the criteria of the information structure in the very tag, as
well as the type of tag. The information need to be simple and precise so as not to endanger
the safety of user movement. The user requests also play a big role in creating information.
The users’ requirements create the priority information important for safe and independent
movement of the users. Proper architecture of information provides the user with faster and
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easier search of relevant information, creation of movement routes, methods of information
while moving along the traffic network elements and customised contents.

Information provided by the user information service contains all the elements of universal
design, which is the basic principle for independent participation of the users in everyday life.
This refers to the unbiased possibility of usage, equal methods of usage for all users, flexibility,
conspicuity, low physical or mental effort and toleration of errors.

By using their mobile terminal devices, the users receive information in the following form:

Direction of movement north–south Šubićeva street, oblique pedestrian crossing, body posture 30° to
the right, three lanes east–west, two lanes of tramway tracks, pedestrian island, three lanes west–east.

The mentioned information consists of the current location which is indicated by the cardinal
points of compass (north, south, east, west and derivatives) and the name of the street which
is within the user’s environment. The information about the traffic intersection describes all
the elements of which the traffic intersection consists with the description of the direction of
the vehicle movement. The direction of the vehicle is also described by using the cardinal points
of compass. If the intersection configuration has a certain trigonometric form or the pedestrian
crossing is set at an angle, then these data also have to be included in the information provided
to the user. The distance of the kerbstone is defined by the users using the aids (white cane or
guide dog), where the mentioned information in NFC tag is of informative significance.
According to statistical indicators, an increasing use of NFC technology is predicted and
therefore in further development the mentioned solution is expected to find its application in
real environment. The implementation of the mentioned technology is possible in several
aspects, one of the examples being in the area of e-Health [30].

6. Conclusion

The mobility, accessibility, place of residence, transportation and education of the users are
the basic conditions for independent and full participation of the disabled persons in everyday
activities. The presented results of the performed studies in this paper say how much the new
technologies can help in removing the barriers and hindrances in performing everyday
activities of the disabled and senior persons and persons of poor mobility. The design and
development of mobile applications for informing, guiding and navigating the users who
move along the traffic network have to be done according to the recommendations and
standards. The mentioned presentation of past research in this area can be used as the basis in
defining the future guidelines about the methods and possibilities of providing new technol‐
ogies. The new technology and its application according to the presented paper will certainly
help in removing the barriers which include the target group of users.

As the basis of the decision-making processes, the new services use the user knowledge bases,
with the aim of increasing the level of the users’ quality of living. For this purpose, it is
necessary to educate all the stakeholders such as the peripathologists, etc. about the possibil‐
ities provided by the new services.
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Abstract

Mobile robot platforms have a wide range of hardware configurations in order to ac‐
complish challenging tasks and require an efficient and accurate localization system
to navigate in the environment. The objective of this work is the evaluation of the de‐
veloped Dynamic Robot Localization (DRL) system in three computing platforms,
with CPUs ranging from low to high end (Intel Atom, Core i5, and i7), in order to ana‐
lyze the configurations that can be used to adjust the trade-offs between pose estima‐
tion accuracy and the associated computing resources required. The DRL is capable of
performing pose tracking and global pose estimation in both 3 and 6 Degrees of Free‐
dom (DoF) using point cloud data retrieved from LIDARs and RGB-D cameras and
achieved translation errors of less than 30 mm and rotation errors of less than 5° when
evaluated in three environments. The sensor data retrieved from three testing plat‐
forms was processed and the detailed profiling results were analyzed. Besides pose
estimation, the self-localization system is also able to perform mapping of the envi‐
ronment with probabilistic integration or removal of geometry and can use surface re‐
construction to minimize the impact of sensor noise. These abilities will allow the fast
deployment of mobile robots in dynamic environments.

Keywords: Self-localization, point cloud registration, pose tracking, point cloud li‐
brary, robot operating system

1. Introduction

Autonomous mobile robots capable of operating in dynamic environments have a multitude
of applications and can be used to improve the overall speed and efficiency of a wide range of
jobs. They can also cooperate with humans to accomplish complex tasks and are able to
perform structured and repetitive movements with high precision.

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



Navigation within a dynamic environment requires a robust and accurate self-localization
system in order to know where the robot is and which path it should follow to reach the location
where it is expected to perform its tasks. The estimation of this global pose can use a varied
number of techniques and technologies and may rely on proprioceptive knowledge that the
robot has about itself (such as odometry), may incorporate exteroceptive information [1]
retrieved from sensors (such as LIDARs, RGB-D cameras, sonars), or may even use infrastruc‐
tures that are external to the robot (such as GPS). Nevertheless, for fast deployment of
autonomous mobile robots on indoor environments, most localization systems rely on a
combination of both proprioceptive and exteroceptive information to estimate the robot pose,
given that external infrastructures are expensive for large operation areas and don’t have either
the coverage or the precision required for robot docking operations.

The most used self-localization systems can be categorized as probabilistic pose estimation
methods, point cloud registration methods, or feature registration methods. Kalman filters
such as the Extended Kalman Filter and the Unscented Kalman Filter [2] along with the particle
filters [3] are the most used probabilistic methods but they rely on sensor models, and as such,
it is hard to achieve very accurate pose estimations when the models are not well defined or
when they change over time depending on the environment on which the robot is moving
(which is the case of the odometry model). Point cloud registration methods that rely on the
Iterative Closest Point [4, 5] or Normal Distributions Transform [6] can achieve very accurate
pose estimations but require an initial alignment of the sensor data with the known map in
order to successfully converge. Feature registration algorithms such as the ones presented in
[7] and [8] don’t require an initial alignment, but need distinctive geometry in the environment
in order to successfully estimate the robot pose and are very computational intensive.

The DRL system combined feature registration methods with point cloud registration algo‐
rithms in order to provide high accuracy pose tracking along with global pose estimation when
the robot starts its operation or becomes lost in the environment. This approach allowed the
creation of a more efficient, accurate and robust localization system that uses the most
appropriate types of algorithms depending on the knowledge that it has about the robot
estimated pose in the environment. Each of these pose estimations have information about the
registration of the sensor measurements with the reference point cloud, which includes the
percentage of correctly registered sensor points along with their root mean square error and
spatial angular distribution. The distribution of the initial poses are also given (when the
localization system resets pose tracking, which occurs when the robot starts its operation
without knowing where it is in the environment or when it becomes lost) in order to allow a
navigation supervisor to detect if the estimated pose is ambiguous (when there are other
known areas of the environment with similar geometry) and plot a path to disambiguate the
estimated robot location. Besides pose estimation in 3 and 6 DoF, the DRL system can also
incrementally build the map of the environment using probabilistic integration or removal of
geometry along with surface reconstruction (to reduce the impact of sensor noise). This allows
the robot to update an accurate representation of the environment while it performs its tasks,
giving the possibility to explore unknown areas or plot paths through regions that where once
unavailable.
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The DRL system was evaluated using three testing platforms on three different environments
and the sensor data was recorded into rosbags in order to allow the tests to be executed and
profiled on three different CPUs (from low to high end). The test results showed that the DRL
system was able to perform pose tracking with 5–30 mm of mean translation error and 0.4–
5.0° of mean rotation error in both 3 and 6 DoF even when running on hardware with low
computing capabilities (such as the Intel Atom N2800).

The next section describes the main processing modules of the DRL system. Section 4 details
the testing platforms and configurations used, while section 5 provides an analysis of the test
results. Section 6 finishes with the conclusions.

2. Brief presentation of the DRL system

The DRL system [9, 10] was implemented as a Robot Operating System (ROS) [11] package1

and can perform 3 and 6 DoF pose estimations of mobile robot platforms. It was implemented
as a set of modular C++ templated shared libraries in order to be reusable for other applications
besides robot self-localization. It extensively uses the Point Cloud Library (PCL) [12] for point
cloud preprocessing and registration and the OctoMap framework [13] for dynamic map
update.

2.1. Processing pipeline configuration

Given the wide range of processing capabilities and sensor configurations that a mobile robot
platform can have and the challenging environments in which they might operate, the DRL
system can be fully configurable through yaml files in order to meet the specific needs of a
given robot application while using the least amount of computational resources. To achieve
these goals, it offers a flexible and dynamic pose estimation processing pipeline (brief overview
shown in Figure 1) with a range of preprocessing algorithms along with three levels of point
cloud registration. The first level is intended for the normal operation of the robot and can be
configured for maximum efficiency and precision. The second level can be used for pose
tracking recovery and can have algorithms and configurations able to recover from temporary
tracking problems, such as partial sensor occlusions or unreliable odometry information. The
third level of registration is able to estimate the initial pose of the robot when it starts operating
or when it becomes lost in the environment. Besides pose estimation, the system can also
incrementally build or update the environment map, allowing mobile robots to explore
unknown areas and also leading to better path planning because the navigation system will
have an updated view of its surroundings.

The DRL system was designed to operate with sensors capable of generating point clouds of
the environment, and as such, it can directly use RGB-D and ToF cameras. For LIDARs, it offers
a laser scan assembler that is able to merge measurements from several sensors using spherical
linear interpolation (to reduce point cloud deformation). It also allows the usage of a circular

1 https://github.com/carlosmccosta/dynamic_robot_localization
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buffer in order to register point clouds containing new measurements from the environment
along with points that were previously registered (useful when using several sources of sensor
data).

For fine tuning of the processing pipeline configuration, the self-localization system provides
a detailed analysis of the estimated poses along with the computation time of each of its main
processing stages. This allows to pinpoint the algorithms that require more processing
resources, which can be valuable information when the system is running on platforms with
very low processing capabilities. Moreover, these computation time logs also allow to identify
which processing stages would benefit from a more suitable parameterization or a different
algorithmic approach.

Figure 1. Localization system processing pipeline overview

2.2. Preprocessing

Preprocessing allows to adjust the level of detail of the reference or ambient point clouds and
is also very effective in minimizing the impact of sensor noise (by using voxel grids, random
sampling, outlier removal, surface reconstruction, sensor distance thresholds and color
segmentation). Moreover, it can add information to the sensor data, such as line and surface
normals and geometry descriptors, which are required to perform feature registration.

For fast deployment of mobile robots, the self-localization system supports two independent
preprocessing pipelines: one for the reference point cloud (map of the environment) and
another for the ambient and sensors point cloud. This allows the system to reuse maps from
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different sources and with different levels of detail while also giving some control over the
time that will be required to perform the pose estimations, given that the amount of time
required to register two point clouds decreases considerably when the number of points in
both the reference and ambient point clouds are reduced.

2.3. Initial pose estimation

When a mobile robot platform starts its operation without a known initial pose or when it
becomes lost in the environment, it requires registration methods capable of estimating the
global pose in the known map. One category of algorithms that achieves these goals is the
feature matching techniques. Algorithms in this category start with a keypoint detection phase
in order to find geometric significant points in the environment and then describe each
keypoint by analyzing its surrounding geometry, such as points and normals distribution.
These keypoint descriptors (usually histograms) are then matched using a kd-tree and the best
correspondences are found using a Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) approach. With
these point correspondences, the correction matrix can be computed and used to estimate the
robot pose in the known map.

The keypoint selection phase is used mainly to reduce the computational resources required
to perform the initial pose estimation, given that computing descriptors for every point would
need a significant amount of processing time and wouldn’t improve the feature registration
significantly. However, for the geometric feature matching to be successful, the keypoint
detector must be able to find the same keypoints when similar geometry is given, even when
the sensor data is affected by noise and the point clouds have different level of detail.

The localization system currently supports the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [14]
and the 3D Intrinsic Shape Signatures (ISS3D) [15] keypoints detectors. For keypoint descrip‐
tion it can use the Point Feature Histogram (PFH) [16], the Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH)
[17], the Signature of Histograms of Orientations (SHOT) [18], the Shape Context 3D (SC3D)
[19], the Unique Shape Context (USC) [20] and the Ensemble of Shape Functions (ESF) [21].

2.4. Point cloud registration

Point cloud registration algorithms such as the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [22] (with its
known variations such as ICP point-to-point, ICP point-to-point non-linear, ICP point-to-plane
and generalized ICP [23]) and also the Normal Distributions Transform (NDT) [6] can achieve
accurate registration of point clouds by iteratively minimizing the alignment error, but they
require the point clouds to be partially aligned in order to converge to a valid solution. As
such, by combining the initial pose estimation methods with the point cloud registration
algorithms, the DRL system can reliably and accurately estimate the robot pose.

2.5. Registration analysis and validation

Each pose estimation is followed by a post processing stage in which several registration
metrics are computed and analyzed in order to determine if the point cloud registration was
successful and the estimated pose is good enough to be considered valid. The first metrics
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computed are the inliers percentage and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) (an inlier is a point
in the sensor point cloud that has a point in the reference point cloud within a given distance
radius). The second metric is the spatial angular distribution of both the inliers and outliers.
This metric gives a measurement of confidence in the estimated pose and is based on the fact
that when there are correctly registered points all around the robot, the confidence in the
estimated pose is higher than when there is only correctly registered points in a small angular
region of space. The last metrics are the translation and rotation corrections that were applied
to the ambient point cloud in order to minimize the alignment error with the reference point
cloud.

The configuration of these metrics thresholds allows to define what is considered a valid pose
and may vary depending on the specific robot sensor configurations, the environment in which
it will operate, the map resolution, and the required localization precision given the processing
and capabilities of the robot.

These registration metrics also control when the self-localization system switches between the
three point cloud registration modes. By default, the pose estimations are performed in the
normal tracking mode. If the registration fails, the pose tracking recovery methods are
activated. If the pose estimation continues to fail with new sensor data for a given period of
time and a minimum number of pose estimations has been rejected, then the initial pose
algorithms using feature registration are used to estimate the robot global pose and reset the
tracking state.

2.6. Incremental map update

After successfully registering the 2D or 3D sensor data with the reference point cloud, the self-
localization system can update the 2D or 3D map of the environment by integrating the fully
registered point cloud or only the inliers or outliers. This allows to perform full integration of
the sensor data when the environment is expected to change drastically or only inlier or outlier
integration when small sections of the map need to be updated. By integrating only the outliers,
the computation requirements are reduced considerably and also allow to avoid the degra‐
dation of the map by not integrating sensor data close to known areas (that could have been
generated from CAD models or other accurate mapping systems). For 3D maps, surface
reconstruction can be used to reduce the impact of sensor noise and to increase the quality and
accuracy of the environment representation.

The self-localization system can also be paired with the OctoMap library in order to perform
probabilistic integration of the sensor data and removal of missing ambient geometry.

3. Testing configurations

The DRL system was tested in three environments with three testing platforms in order to
assess its accuracy and robustness when both the environment and its sensor configurations
change.
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The next sections provide a brief overview of the testing platforms used and the environments
in which they were deployed.

3.1. Testing platforms

The self-localization system was tested with sensor data retrieved from two different mobile
robot platforms (3 DoF tests) and also from a standalone Kinect sensor (6 DoF tests).

In order to allow the repetition and comparison of the tests in different computing platforms,
the sensor data was recorded into rosbags and is available in the following repository2.

The next sections provide a brief description of each of the testing platforms while Table 1
gives an overview of the sensors specifications.

3.1.1. Jarvis robot

The Jarvis robot (shown in Figure 2) is one of our autonomous ground vehicles and was
equipped with a SICK NAV350 laser for self-localization (mounted about 2 m from the floor)
and a SICK S3000 laser for collision avoidance (mounted about 0.1 m from the floor). It uses a
tricycle locomotion system and had a ground truth provided by the SICK NAV350 system
(relied on 6 lasers reflectors with 0.09 m of diameter).

Figure 2. Jarvis testing platform

2 https://github.com/carlosmccosta/dynamic_robot_localization_tests
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3.1.2. Pioneer 3-DX robot

The Pioneer 3-DX robot (shown in Figure 3 and presented in [24]) is a small autonomous vehicle
equipped with a SICK LMS200 laser (mounted about 0.48 m from the floor) and a Kinect
(mounted about 0.78 m from the floor). It uses a differential locomotion system and the ground
truth was computed using 8 Raptor-E cameras.

Figure 3. Pioneer 3-DX testing platform [24]

3.1.3. Kinect

The Kinect sensor (shown in Figure 4) is a structured light sensor capable of generating 3D
colored point clouds of the environment at 30 Hz. It has a range of about 4 meters and has a
vertical field of view of 43° and a horizontal field of view of 57°. It was moved within the testing
area by a human operator and the ground truth was given by a Vicon motion tracking system.

Figure 4. Kinect sensor
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Sensor
Number of
measure-

ments

Range
(meters)

Field of view
(degrees)

Scanning
frequency (Hz)

Angular
resolution
(degrees)

Statistical error
(millimeters)

SICK NAV350 1440 [0.5..250] 360H 8 0.25 15

SICK S3000 760 [0.1..49] 190H 8 0.25 150

SICK LMS200 180 [0.1..80] 180H 10 1.00 35

Kinect 307200 [0.8..4.0] 57H | 43V 30 0.09 10

Table 1. Sensors hardware specifications

3.2. Computing platforms

The accuracy and computational requirements of self-localization systems can change
significantly depending on the environment, sensors used, and movement path of the robot.
As such, in order to have representative results, the DRL system was tested in three computing
platforms with very different processing capabilities and all running Ubuntu 12.04 along with
ROS Hydro and PCL 1.7.

The next sections present a brief overview of each of these computing platforms while Table
2 provides a detailed description of the CPUs used.

3.2.1. High-performance laptop

The Clevo P370EM laptop is a 2012 high-performance laptop equipped with a quad-core Intel
Core i7-3630QM CPU, 16 GB of DDR3 at 1600 MHz, and an NVidia GeForce GTX680M GPU.

3.2.2. Low-performance laptop

The Samsung 530U3C is a 2012 low-performance laptop equipped with a dual-core Intel Core
i5-3317U CPU, 6 GB of DDR3 at 16000 MHz, and an Intel HD Graphics 4000 GPU.

3.2.3. Low-performance embedded PC

The 2012 low-performance embedded PC was installed in a Robotnik Guardian mobile robot
platform and was equipped with a dual-core Intel Atom N2800 CPU, 2 GB of DDR3 at 1066
MHz, and an Intel Graphics Media Accelerator 3650 GPU.

3.2.4. Computing platforms comparison

When building mobile robots, autonomy can be a serious concern, and, as such, a CPU with
very low power consumption and a passive or fanless cooling system (such as the Intel Atom
N2800 with 6.5 W of Thermal Design Power (TDP)) might be enough to accomplish the desired
tasks. When higher workloads are expected, a low-power mobile CPU (such as the Intel Core
i5-3317U with a TDP of 17 W) might be a better choice. If power consumption (and cost) isn’t
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an issue, then a high-performance CPU will be more than enough to run the DRL system in
both 3 and 6 DoF along with the perception, planning, and decision modules.

Analyzing the benchmark results present in Table 23, it can be seen that the low-performance
embedded PC had a CPU (Intel Atom N2800) about 10 times less capable than the high-
performance laptop (Intel i7-3630QM), while the low-performance laptop (Intel i5-3317U) had
only 2.5 times less computing capabilities. It should also be noted that the Intel Atom N2800
didn’t have a level 3 cache, which could significantly improve the performance of the CPU
when using applications that make intensive use of memory, which is the case of the DRL
system. Moreover, the memory used in the embedded PC had about 50% less frequency (1066
MHz vs. 1600 MHz) and the Direct Memory Interface (DMI) had half the rate of the other two
CPUs (2.5 GT/s vs. 5.0 GT/s), which causes cache misses to have high impact on overall CPU
performance. Lastly, the Intel Atom had an operating frequency that was 1.29 times lower than
the Intel i7-3630QM (and didn’t have Intel Turbo Boost functionality).

Intel Atom
N2800

Intel i5 3317U
Intel

i7-3630QM
i7 / i5 i7 / Atom i5 / Atom

Number of cores 2 2 4 2.00 2.00 1.00

Minimum operating frequency (GHz) 1.867 1.7 2.4 1.41 1.29 0.91

Maximum operating frequency (GHz) 1.867 2.6 3.4 1.31 1.82 1.39

Direct Memory Interface (GT/s) 2.5 5.0 5.0 1.00 2.00 2.00

Level 1 instructions cache (KB) 2*32 2*32 4*32 2.00 2.00 1.00

Level 1 data cache (KB) 2*24 2*32 4*32 2.00 2.67 1.33

Level 2 cache (KB) 2*512 2*256 4*256 2.00 2.00 1.00

Level 3 cache (KB) 0 3072 6144 2.00 - -

Number of transistors (billions) 0.176 0.634 1.4 2.21 7.95 3.60

Hyper-Threading Yes Yes Yes - - -

Manufacturing process (nm) 32 22 22 1.00 0.69 0.69

Thermal Design Power (watt) 6.5 17 45 2.65 6.92 2.62

Launch date Q4-2011 Q2-2012 Q3-2012 - - -

Microarchitecture Saltwell Ivy Bridge Ivy Bridge - - -

Recommended Customer Price (dollars) 47 225 378 1.68 8.04 4.79

3D Mark 06 CPU score 965 2984 6392 2.14 6.62 3.09

Passmark score 636 3097 7766 2.51 12.21 4.87

GeekBench 32-bit score 1033 4039 10196 2.52 9.87 3.91

CINEbench 32-bit R10 Multi CPU score 1829 7337 18091 2.47 9.89 4.01

Table 2. Computing platforms CPU comparison

3 Retrieved from http://cpuboss.com/ and http://www.notebookcheck.net/
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3.3. Testing environments

The self-localization system was tested in three different environments using the Jarvis robot
in a RoboCup field, the Pioneer 3-DX robot in an industrial hall, and a Kinect sensor in a flying
arena.

The next sections describe each of these testing environments.

3.3.1. Jarvis robot in a RoboCup field

The RoboCup field (shown in Figures 5 and 6) is on the right side of a large room with 20.5 m
of length and 7.7 m of depth. It has two doors, several small windows, and three large glass
openings into the hallway.

Several tests were performed in this environment, with the robot moving with speeds ranging
from 0.05 m/s to 0.5 m/s. These tests were done with the robot following either a circular or a
complex path containing linear and rotational movements with different speeds.

Figure 5. Jarvis testing environment (east side)

3.3.2. Pioneer 3-DX robot in an industrial hall

The industrial hall (shown in Figures 7 and 8 and presented in [24]) is a large room with long
and high walls and several occluding objects in the middle.

The first test was done with the robot moving at 0.23 m/s, following a 360° path and without
objects in the middle of the environment. The remaining tests were performed with the robot
following different paths, with speeds ranging from 0.16 m/s to 0.26 m/s and with occluding
objects in the middle.
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Figure 7. Industrial hall overview [24]

Figure 6. Jarvis testing environment (west side)
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Figure 8. Industrial hall with objects in the middle [24]

3.3.3. Kinect sensor in a flying arena

The flying arena (shown in Figure 9 and presented in [25]) is a large room where several objects
with varying dimensions and shapes were added in order to test self-localization systems.

Three different tests were performed in this environment. In the first test, the Kinect was moved
in a free-fly motion while the remaining two tests had movements with mainly translations or
rotations.

4. Test results

This section presents the results achieved with the DRL system in each of the testing environ‐
ments (shown from Table 3 to Table 8). They were performed in three different computing
platforms with varying processing capabilities and with known initial poses. Each test has
information about the conditions in which it was performed (duration, mean velocity of the
robot and its path, and also the number of sensor measurements used), and the analysis of the
self-localization system error (translation or rotation mean and standard deviation error and
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also mean and standard deviation of the computation time used to perform the pose updates)
along with the profiling of the computational resources required by the DRL system (using
the collectl monitoring tool for the CPU and memory usage and the perf profiler for the
remaining metrics).

4.1. 3 DoF test results

The 3 DoF tests relied on LIDAR data and used the 2D ICP (point-to-point) algorithm for pose
tracking and 3D ICP (point-to-point) algorithm for tracking recovery (with a larger kd-tree
search radius for finding point correspondences, higher limit for the number of iterations
allowed in the point cloud registration and a higher convergence time limit).

The 3 DoF maps were generated with the self-localization system in SLAM mode (shown in
Figures 10 and 15) and were manually corrected in order to improve the map accuracy and to
keep only the most relevant geometry of the environment.

Figure 9. Kinect sensor flying arena [25]
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4.1.1. Jarvis robot test results

The 3 DoF tests performed with the Jarvis robot in the RoboCup field (presented in Tables 3
and 4 and from Figures 11 to 14) show that the DRL system was able to track the robot pose
(on a map with 10 mm cell resolution) with high accuracy (4 to 12 mm of translation error and
0.4° to 0.7° of rotation error) on the three computing platforms (when using 500 points from
sensor measurements). The localization system error (translation and rotation) was consistent
across all testing platforms (deviation in translation error bellow 1 mm and in rotation error
below 0.11° between tests, which shows the repeatability of the DRL system) and the mean
computation time required to update the pose with new sensor data increased on the CPUs
with lower processing capabilities. As expected, the computation time ratios between the
different CPUs were similar to the benchmark performance ratios presented in Table 2. In this
dataset, the Intel Atom had a mean computation time that was 7.69 times higher than the Intel
i7, and the Intel i5 required only 1.35 more processing time than the Intel i7. Moreover, the
standard deviation of the computation time also increased on the Intel Atom (6.43 times higher
than the Intel i7) and in the Intel i5 (1.31 higher than the Intel i7). The CPU usage (percentage
in tables are from 0–100% times the number of virtual cores, which in the case of a quad-core
with Hyper-Threading would yield a range of [0-800]) followed the same trend as the com‐
putation time, while the memory required by the self-localization system remained consistent
across all testing platforms (it is related to the map resolution and number of points in the
reference or sensor point clouds).

Analyzing the data collected with the perf profiler, it can be seen that the Intel i7 had a mean
operation frequency of 3.0 GHz, while the Intel i5 remained at 2.3 GHz (77% of the Intel i7
frequency) and the Intel Atom achieved only 1.82 GHz (62% of the Intel i7 frequency).
Moreover, due to the lack of level 3 cache and smaller level 1 cache, the Intel Atom had smaller
cache references rate (2.76 times less than the Intel i7) and significantly more cache misses (3.74
times more than the Core i7), which caused an increase of 37% in bus cycles in order to access
the main memory. Besides cache misses, the Intel Atom also had much more branch misses
(3.46 times more than the Intel i7), which led to less branch instructions per second (6.76 times
less than the Intel i7). These memory access bottlenecks and branch mispredictions caused the
mean number of instructions per cycle to drop to 0.32 (the Intel Atom has instruction pipelining
and Hyper-Threading, which in ideal conditions allows it to process two instructions per clock
cycle), which is an indicator that the CPU was spending a considerable amount of time waiting
for data from the main memory (which can be several orders of magnitude slower than cache
memory) or was wasting processing resources in branches that were not taken (resulting in
the execution of instructions that won’t be useful and can cause the flushing of the processing
pipeline, resulting in even more waste of CPUs resources).

Given that most mobile robot platforms can be used to perform complex tasks in the environ‐
ment besides localization and navigation, two more configurations were tried in each of the
four tests (done with the Intel Atom) in order to assess the trade-offs between localization
precision and computation time. This was achieved because the self-localization system can
be tuned to specific requirements of accuracy (given the available sensors and computational
resources). Looking at Tables 3 and 4, it can be seen that reducing the number of points used
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in the point cloud registration (retrieved from sensor data) to half (250) led to a reduction in
computation time of 37% at the cost of increasing the localization translation error by 48%.
Reducing the number of points to half again (125), resulted in a reduction of computation time
of 62% and a translation error increase of 217% (in relation to the original test with 500 points).
Despite the large increase in translation error when reducing the number of registration points,
some robots may prefer a localization system with low computational requirements and a
localization error close to a centimeter instead of having millimeter accuracy with moderate
CPU usage.

Analyzing the remaining test results, it can be seen that the Intel i5 didn’t suffer from the Intel
Atom memory bottlenecks and had much better branch prediction (Intel Atom has a different
micro-architecture than the Intel Core processors), having only a small increase in cache misses
(14%) and a decrease in branch misses (4%) in relation to the Intel i7. Moreover, the number
of instructions per cycle, along with bus cycles rate, was very similar to the Intel i7 (less than
2% difference), while the cache references rate and branch instructions rate decreased by 25%
in relation to the Intel i7 CPU.

Comparing the overall results, the Intel Atom was capable of tracking the robot pose with high
precision with moderate CPU usage. Nevertheless, for robots designed to perform complex
tasks besides navigation, the Intel i5 is probably a better choice, given that the localization
system was only using 10% of one of its CPU cores (instead of 50% of one of the Intel Atom
cores).

Path

Test

duration

(seconds)

Velocity

(meters /

second)

CPU
Number of

sensor points

Translation error

(millimeters)

Rotation error

(degrees)

Computation time

for pose update

(milliseconds) Test nº

Mean
Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation

Circular

290 0.05

Intel Atom

N2800

125 12.16 8.24 0.71 0.19 18.81 6.26 1.01

250 5.69 3.40 0.60 0.10 31.20 11.11 1.02

500 3.83 2.33 0.56 0.09 49.25 17.09 1.03

Intel

i5 3317U
500 4.15 2.38 0.56 0.09 9.05 3.24 1.04

Intel

i7-3630QM
500 3.97 2.38 0.56 0.09 6.57 2.41 1.05

25.5 0.5

Intel Atom

N2800

125 14.31 9.04 0.61 0.46 23.71 6.75 1.06

250 12.40 8.53 0.57 0.43 43.55 12.83 1.07

500 12.20 8.72 0.54 0.41 79.92 17.01 1.08

Intel

i5 3317U
500 11.89 8.66 0.54 0.41 14.80 4.61 1.09
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Circular

290 0.05

Intel Atom

N2800

125 12.16 8.24 0.71 0.19 18.81 6.26 1.01

250 5.69 3.40 0.60 0.10 31.20 11.11 1.02

500 3.83 2.33 0.56 0.09 49.25 17.09 1.03

Intel

i5 3317U
500 4.15 2.38 0.56 0.09 9.05 3.24 1.04

Intel

i7-3630QM
500 3.97 2.38 0.56 0.09 6.57 2.41 1.05

25.5 0.5

Intel Atom

N2800

125 14.31 9.04 0.61 0.46 23.71 6.75 1.06

250 12.40 8.53 0.57 0.43 43.55 12.83 1.07
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Test

duration

(seconds)

Velocity

(meters /

second)

CPU
Number of

sensor points

Translation error

(millimeters)

Rotation error

(degrees)

Computation time

for pose update

(milliseconds) Test nº

Mean
Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation

Intel

i7-3630QM
500 12.06 8.53 0.55 0.41 10.95 3.51 1.10

Complex

498 0.05

Intel Atom

N2800

125 12.60 7.46 0.53 0.16 20.08 7.09 1.11

250 7.82 4.07 0.49 0.10 34.64 13.10 1.12

500 5.07 2.71 0.47 0.08 57.78 18.50 1.13

Intel

i5 3317U
500 5.13 2.75 0.45 0.08 9.60 3.39 1.14

Intel

i7-3630QM
500 4.86 2.67 0.46 0.07 7.20 2.66 1.15

392 0.5-0.3-0.5-0.1

Intel Atom

N2800

125 12.86 7.42 0.49 0.14 19.89 6.74 1.16

250 8.52 4.84 0.45 0.12 35.73 13.48 1.17

500 6.79 4.04 0.42 0.10 60.79 20.17 1.18

Intel

i5 3317U
500 6.74 3.92 0.42 0.10 10.35 3.88 1.19

Intel

i7-3630QM
500 6.74 3.92 0.42 0.10 7.66 2.95 1.20

Table 3. Self-localization test results performed with the Jarvis robot in the RoboCup field

Path

CPU usage

(% 0..100 * nº

cores)

Memory usage

(MB) CPU

cycles

(GHz)

Instruc-

tions

per

cycle

Cache

referen-

ces

(M/sec)

Cache

misses

(% of all

cache

references)

Branch

instruc-

tions

(M/sec)

Branch

misses

(% of

all

branches)

Bus

cycles

(M/sec)

Test nº

Mean
Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation

Circular

33.35 14.23 65.46 5.24 1.83 0.22 15.18 27.66 80.43 7.24 130.24 1.01

41.23 17.57 65.48 5.23 1.83 0.27 13.72 25.64 96.93 6.48 130.86 1.02

52.10 23.61 65.86 5.34 1.83 0.31 12.32 23.76 109.23 5.95 131.23 1.03

10.64 8.69 67.53 4.60 2.34 1.31 25.02 7.01 554.37 1.66 94.10 1.04

7.57 7.59 87.22 4.86 3.02 1.27 36.75 5.47 768.84 1.69 96.66 1.05

36.61 28.01 59.45 9.68 1.83 0.28 14.61 22.59 99.64 5.86 130.66 1.06
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Path

CPU usage

(% 0..100 * nº

cores)

Memory usage

(MB) CPU

cycles

(GHz)

Instruc-

tions

per

cycle

Cache

referen-

ces

(M/sec)

Cache

misses

(% of all

cache

references)

Branch

instruc-

tions

(M/sec)

Branch

misses

(% of

all

branches)

Bus

cycles

(M/sec)

Test nº

Mean
Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation

48.55 29.45 59.73 9.91 1.83 0.31 13.14 21.71 107.96 5.71 131.03 1.07

63.82 37.88 59.82 9.94 1.84 0.35 11.52 20.25 122.21 5.41 131.01 1.08

12.76 15.50 59.65 4.01 2.20 1.42 23.46 8.25 598.90 1.55 93.53 1.09

8.86 13.40 78.82 3.22 2.84 1.46 25.72 8.44 788.61 1.47 94.57 1.10

Complex

32.71 13.86 70.32 7.59 1.82 0.22 15.22 28.13 77.47 7.43 130.55 1.11

41.18 18.86 70.41 7.56 1.83 0.27 13.66 25.84 93.93 6.59 130.98 1.12

55.16 25.20 70.47 7.58 1.83 0.32 12.26 22.75 108.13 5.96 131.30 1.13

10.32 8.31 72.72 8.14 2.30 1.37 25.39 6.51 596.54 1.62 95.74 1.14

8.28 7.40 91.27 7.59 3.04 1.30 37.44 5.12 741.56 1.82 96.07 1.15

31.69 14.18 67.72 6.23 1.82 0.21 15.44 28.26 75.27 7.58 130.55 1.16

39.78 19.91 67.97 6.37 1.83 0.26 14.01 25.55 91.91 6.66 130.93 1.17

53.06 27.91 67.84 6.49 1.83 0.31 12.47 22.85 107.72 5.98 131.19 1.18

10.38 8.76 67.85 5.93 2.33 1.32 26.37 6.34 589.79 1.63 95.57 1.19

8.09 7.82 88.94 6.03 3.04 1.28 37.05 6.05 725.08 1.78 95.70 1.20

Table 4. Profiling of self-localization tests performed with the Jarvis robot in the RoboCup field

Figure 10. Map of the RoboCup testing environment using the DRL system in SLAM mode
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Figure 11. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 1.03

4.1.2. Pioneer 3-DX robot results

The 3 DoF tests performed with the Pioneer robot in the industrial hall aimed to assess the
robustness of the localization system on more challenging environments. In this dataset, the
LIDAR sensor (SICK LMS200) had half the field of view of the sensor used in the previous
dataset (SICK NAV350), and the angular resolution was 4 times lower, which resulted on 180
points for each laser scan (the previous dataset had 1,440 points per laser scan spread across
360°). Moreover, the resolution of the map (shown in Figure 15) was 2.5 times lower (25 mm
cell resolution) and the laser scan measurements were limited to 10 m on the tests that had no
objects in the middle of the environment (test 2.01, 2.02, and 2.03) and 6 m on the remaining
tests (from test 2.04 to 2.12 in which there were objects in the middle of the environment that
occluded the walls).

Analyzing Table 5 and 6 and Figures 16 to 19, it can be concluded that decreasing the field of
view and reducing the map resolution resulted in a 5-time increase of the translation error and
a 9-time increase in rotation error (it should be noted that the translation error remained below
the map resolution, which is compelling evidence that the algorithms used can perform point
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cloud registration with high accuracy). The computation time was reduced about 40% on the
Intel Core i7 and i5 (in relation to the previous dataset), and was mostly related to the fact that
the number of points in both the reference and sensor point clouds was reduced by 33%.
However, the computation time on the Intel Atom remained similar on both 3 DoF datasets

Figure 12. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 1.08

Figure 13. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 1.13
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because the percentage of branch misses increased and the mean number of instructions per
cycle was reduced (from 0.32 to 0.24).

Comparing the results across the three computational platforms, it can be seen that both
translation and rotation error distributions remained consistent across the three computing
platforms and had similar results (about 2% change). The Intel i5 had very similar profiling
results in relation to the Intel i7, while the Intel Atom required much more time to compute
the results (due to its higher percentage of cache and branch misses). As such, similar to the
previous dataset, the Intel i5 would be more suitable to run the DRL system since it doesn’t
suffer from the memory access bottlenecks and was able run the localization system with low
CPU usage while requiring much less power than the Intel i7 (17 W vs. 45 W TDP).

Path

Test

duration

(seconds)

Velocity

(meters /

second)

CPU

Number

of sensor

points

Translation error

(millimeters)

Rotation error

(degrees)

Computation time

for pose update

(milliseconds) Test nº

Mean
Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation

360 72 0.23

Intel Atom

N2800

180

20.32 11.09 5.71 0.66 59.23 22.76 2.01

Intel i5 3317U 19.86 10.20 5.71 0.66 6.67 2.31 2.02

Intel i7-3630QM 19.86 10.19 5.71 0.66 4.69 1.50 2.03

Slam 1 155 0.26

Intel Atom

N2800
22.49 12.46 5.44 0.68 51.98 25.26 2.04

Intel i5 3317U 22.34 12.19 5.43 0.68 5.74 2.53 2.05

Intel i7-3630QM 22.35 12.20 5.43 0.68 3.92 1.66 2.06

Slam 2 115 0.19

Intel Atom

N2800
19.67 13.09 5.52 0.82 54.36 24.60 2.07

Intel i5 3317U 19.50 12.94 5.53 0.82 6.08 2.55 2.08

Intel i7-3630QM 19.48 12.91 5.53 0.82 4.16 1.66 2.09

Figure 14. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 1.18
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Path

Test

duration

(seconds)

Velocity

(meters /

second)

CPU

Number

of sensor

points

Translation error

(millimeters)

Rotation error

(degrees)

Computation time

for pose update

(milliseconds) Test nº

Mean
Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation

Slam 3 112 0.16

Intel Atom

N2800

112 0.16 Intel Atom

N2800
17.93 9.14 5.46 0.72 49.41 24.59 2.10

112 0.16 Intel Atom

N2800

17.93 9.14 5.46 0.72 49.41 24.59 2.10112 0.16 Intel Atom

N2800

17.93 9.14 5.46 0.72 49.41 24.59 2.10

Intel i5 3317U 17.68 8.93 5.45 0.73 5.54 2.48 2.11

Intel i7-3630QM 17.68 8.93 5.46 0.73 3.87 1.67 2.12

Table 5. Self-localization test results performed with the Pioneer robot in the industrial hall

Path

CPU usage

(% 0..100 * nº

cores)

Memory usage

(MB)
CPU

cycles

(GHz)

Instruc-

tions

per cycle

Cache

references

(M/sec)

Cache

misses

(% of all

cache

references)

Branch

instructions

(M/sec)

Branch

misses

(% of all

branches)

Bus

cycles

(M/sec)

Test

nº

Mean
Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation

360

62.55 28.56 61.94 4.07 1.82 0.24 16.12 19.90 86.44 7.54 130.48 2.01

14.06 10.99 64.08 4.12 2.24 1.03 33.19 5.96 464.40 1.82 95.02 2.02

11.79 10.37 85.02 4.08 2.93 0.96 51.91 1.83 586.10 2.03 94.95 2.03

Slam 1

61.84 23.87 67.99 6.85 1.82 0.23 16.19 21.24 82.17 7.77 130.48 2.04

13.98 9.82 71.11 7.68 2.25 0.93 38.20 4.75 416.97 2.02 94.66 2.05

11.00 8.69 94.15 7.68 2.99 0.95 59.02 1.71 567.99 2.10 95.57 2.06

Slam 2

61.35 25.76 65.02 5.53 1.83 0.23 16.31 20.40 84.66 7.62 130.23 2.07

14.13 10.18 67.86 5.98 2.28 0.64 35.70 4.73 437.17 1.89 94.28 2.08

11.36 9.62 89.02 6.13 3.00 0.92 57.14 1.72 567.34 2.00 94.03 2.09

Slam 3

60.24 25.44 65.16 5.32 1.82 0.23 16.28 21.17 83.64 7.65 130.58 2.10

13.20 10.53 67.81 5.96 2.14 0.96 35.90 5.50 433.83 1.92 95.01 2.11

11.00 10.35 88.74 5.84 2.94 0.94 57.45 1.94 579.68 2.04 94.27 2.12

Table 6. Profiling of self-localization tests performed with the Pioneer robot in the industrial hall

4.2. 6 DoF Kinect sensor results

The 6 DoF tests performed with a standalone Kinect sensor in the flying arena (shown in Tables
7 and 8 and from Figure 22 to Figure 27) were meant to evaluate the accuracy and robustness
of the self-localization system when moving the sensor in 6 DoF and following challenging
paths in cluttered environments.

The 3D map (shown in Figures 20 and 21) was built using only the sensor data from the free-
fly test (3.03) with the DRL system in SLAM mode and used surface reconstruction to auto‐
matically reduce the impact of sensor noise and improve its accuracy. Given the different paths
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Path

Test

duration

(seconds)

Velocity

(meters /

second)

CPU

Number

of sensor

points

Translation error

(millimeters)

Rotation error

(degrees)

Computation time

for pose update

(milliseconds) Test nº

Mean
Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation

Slam 3 112 0.16

Intel Atom

N2800

112 0.16 Intel Atom

N2800
17.93 9.14 5.46 0.72 49.41 24.59 2.10

112 0.16 Intel Atom

N2800

17.93 9.14 5.46 0.72 49.41 24.59 2.10112 0.16 Intel Atom

N2800

17.93 9.14 5.46 0.72 49.41 24.59 2.10

Intel i5 3317U 17.68 8.93 5.45 0.73 5.54 2.48 2.11

Intel i7-3630QM 17.68 8.93 5.46 0.73 3.87 1.67 2.12

Table 5. Self-localization test results performed with the Pioneer robot in the industrial hall

Path

CPU usage

(% 0..100 * nº

cores)

Memory usage

(MB)
CPU

cycles

(GHz)

Instruc-

tions

per cycle

Cache

references

(M/sec)

Cache

misses

(% of all

cache

references)

Branch

instructions

(M/sec)

Branch

misses

(% of all

branches)

Bus

cycles

(M/sec)

Test

nº

Mean
Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation

360

62.55 28.56 61.94 4.07 1.82 0.24 16.12 19.90 86.44 7.54 130.48 2.01

14.06 10.99 64.08 4.12 2.24 1.03 33.19 5.96 464.40 1.82 95.02 2.02

11.79 10.37 85.02 4.08 2.93 0.96 51.91 1.83 586.10 2.03 94.95 2.03

Slam 1

61.84 23.87 67.99 6.85 1.82 0.23 16.19 21.24 82.17 7.77 130.48 2.04

13.98 9.82 71.11 7.68 2.25 0.93 38.20 4.75 416.97 2.02 94.66 2.05

11.00 8.69 94.15 7.68 2.99 0.95 59.02 1.71 567.99 2.10 95.57 2.06

Slam 2

61.35 25.76 65.02 5.53 1.83 0.23 16.31 20.40 84.66 7.62 130.23 2.07

14.13 10.18 67.86 5.98 2.28 0.64 35.70 4.73 437.17 1.89 94.28 2.08

11.36 9.62 89.02 6.13 3.00 0.92 57.14 1.72 567.34 2.00 94.03 2.09

Slam 3

60.24 25.44 65.16 5.32 1.82 0.23 16.28 21.17 83.64 7.65 130.58 2.10

13.20 10.53 67.81 5.96 2.14 0.96 35.90 5.50 433.83 1.92 95.01 2.11

11.00 10.35 88.74 5.84 2.94 0.94 57.45 1.94 579.68 2.04 94.27 2.12

Table 6. Profiling of self-localization tests performed with the Pioneer robot in the industrial hall

4.2. 6 DoF Kinect sensor results

The 6 DoF tests performed with a standalone Kinect sensor in the flying arena (shown in Tables
7 and 8 and from Figure 22 to Figure 27) were meant to evaluate the accuracy and robustness
of the self-localization system when moving the sensor in 6 DoF and following challenging
paths in cluttered environments.

The 3D map (shown in Figures 20 and 21) was built using only the sensor data from the free-
fly test (3.03) with the DRL system in SLAM mode and used surface reconstruction to auto‐
matically reduce the impact of sensor noise and improve its accuracy. Given the different paths
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that the Kinect had in each test, there were times in which the sensor field of view was outside
of the known map (mainly in the test with rotations). The map was not extended to contain all
the areas in the three tests in order to evaluate the robustness of the system against sensor
occlusion or malfunctions (which are problems similar to the sensor seeing unknown areas).
To allow real-time processing of the Kinect sensor data and keep the CPU usage under
acceptable thresholds, the map was downsampled with a voxel grid of 20-mm cell size in both
the Intel i7 and Intel i5 tests and a voxel grid of 50-mm cell size on the Intel Atom tests (to allow
higher pose update rate).

Unlike the previous 3 DoF tests, estimating a pose in 6 DoF requires a reference point cloud
with much more points (in order to represent the environment with the required level of detail),
which leads to slower neighbor point searches (because the kd-tree used to perform the
neighbor point searches will have more levels and it will take longer to retrieve the desired
points). Given that point cloud registration algorithms make heavy use of point searches, the
cumulative effect of increasing the search time led to the significant increase of the computation
time and CPU usage seen in Tables 7 and 8 (when compared with the 3 DoF tests). Moreover,
the more intensive use of memory caused the percentage of cache misses to increase signifi‐

Figure 15. Map of the industrial hall testing environment using the DRL system in SLAM mode
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Figure 16. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 2.01

Figure 17. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 2.04
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Figure 16. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 2.01

Figure 17. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 2.04
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Figure 18. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 2.07

Figure 19. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 2.10
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cantly even on the Intel i5 and i7 (from 5–7% to 10–20%). This computational time increase was
clearly seen in the test with mainly rotations in which the pose recovery systems were being
activated when the sensor had its field of view outside the map. These recovery systems relied
on the ICP point-to-plane (with a larger point search radius and higher convergence time limit)
in order to be able to reset the tracking state (the normal tracking systems were using ICP point-
to-point algorithm). Moreover, the maximum number of points used in this test was increased
to make the pose recovery more robust, which also contributed to the increase in computation
time (when compared with the other two 6 DoF tests).

Path
Test

duration
(seconds)

Velocity
(meters /
second)

CPU
Number
of sensor

points

Translation error
(millimeters)

Rotation error
(degrees)

Computation time
for pose update
(milliseconds) Test nº

Mean
Standard
deviation

Mean
Standard
deviation

Mean
Standard
deviation

Free fly 16.9 0.30

Intel Atom
N2800

150 26.90 13.59 3.22 0.88 53.79 20.42 3.01

Intel i5
3317U

425 19.16 10.19 3.07 0.67 35.03 9.75 3.02

Intel
i7-3630QM

425 19.44 9.63 3.07 0.64 25.94 7.15 3.03

Transla-
tions

32.1 0.20

Intel Atom
N2800

150 24.09 12.93 2.73 0.71 48.77 16.39 3.04

Intel i5
3317U

425 16.89 9.83 2.75 0.57 33.58 9.30 3.05

Intel
i7-3630QM

425 16.18 7.84 2.76 0.57 24.83 6.61 3.06

Rotations 33.4 0.10

Intel Atom
N2800

150 31.11 17.46 2.96 1.11 58.35 14.49 3.07

Intel i5
3317U

425 18.67 12.61 2.53 0.96 62.85 25.40 3.08

Intel
i7-3630QM

750 18.82 12.30 2.55 0.92 41.51 17.39 3.09

Table 7. Self-localization test results performed with the Kinect sensor in the flying arena

Overall, the DRL system was able to track the Kinect pose with a mean translation error of 18
mm and a mean rotation error of 2.8° in the Intel i7 and i5 CPUs (it should be noted that the
map resolution was 20 mm). For the Intel Atom, the number of points used in the registration
(retrieved from the Kinect sensor) needed to be reduced by 60% in relation to the other CPUs,
because the excessive computation time was leading to very high CPU usage and causing the
localization system to ignore a significant amount of Kinect sensor scans. Adjusting the number
of points increased the pose estimation error but allowed the Intel Atom to estimate the Kinect
pose more often (even though it couldn´t update it at the same rate as the other CPUs, as can
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Table 7. Self-localization test results performed with the Kinect sensor in the flying arena

Overall, the DRL system was able to track the Kinect pose with a mean translation error of 18
mm and a mean rotation error of 2.8° in the Intel i7 and i5 CPUs (it should be noted that the
map resolution was 20 mm). For the Intel Atom, the number of points used in the registration
(retrieved from the Kinect sensor) needed to be reduced by 60% in relation to the other CPUs,
because the excessive computation time was leading to very high CPU usage and causing the
localization system to ignore a significant amount of Kinect sensor scans. Adjusting the number
of points increased the pose estimation error but allowed the Intel Atom to estimate the Kinect
pose more often (even though it couldn´t update it at the same rate as the other CPUs, as can
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be seen from Figures 22 to 27). Nevertheless, the Intel Atom was able to track the Kinect pose
with 20–30 mm of mean translation error and 2–3° of mean rotation error with an acceptable
update rate (30–50% less update rate than the Intel i5 and i7).

Figure 20. Overview of the map of the flying arena environment using the DRL system in SLAM mode

Path

CPU usage

(% 0..100 * nº

cores)

Memory usage

(MB) CPU

cycles

(GHz)

Instruc-

tionsper

cycle

Cache

references

(M/sec)

Cache

misses

(% of all

cache

references)

Branch

instruc-

tions

(M/sec)

Branch

misses

(% of all

branches)

Bus

cycles

(M/sec)

Test nº

Mean
Standard

deviation
Mean

Standard

deviation

Free fly

81.60 53.07 99.11 11.08 1.84 0.35 11.00 18.51 126.21 5.35 131.62 3.01

54.42 50.29 107.18 5.28 2.39 1.61 11.33 18.75 734.72 1.96 95.89 3.02

48.60 41.72 125.92 4.03 3.14 1.65 14.51 11.35 965.25 1.98 97.50 3.03

Transla-

tions

84.91 52.01 100.22 8.45 1.84 0.34 10.88 18.12 122.53 5.34 131.73 3.04

74.40 43.35 108.12 4.85 2.40 1.61 11.73 17.19 720.56 1.97 96.77 3.05

57.82 36.14 126.76 3.78 3.15 1.61 15.74 11.99 953.30 1.99 98.34 3.06

Rotations

97.25 42.98 100.09 9.83 1.84 0.35 10.94 18.43 121.57 5.66 131.71 3.07

78.67 44.90 106.99 4.96 2.33 1.64 9.73 18.91 690.02 2.05 96.67 3.08

76.16 43.72 129.64 4.08 3.15 1.69 13.13 9.93 1000.23 1.98 98.35 3.09

Table 8. Profiling of self-localization tests performed with the Kinect sensor in the flying arena
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Figure 21. Map of the flying arena using the self-localization system in SLAM mode

Figure 22. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 3.01
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Figure 21. Map of the flying arena using the self-localization system in SLAM mode

Figure 22. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 3.01
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5. Global analysis of test results

Analyzing the test results shown from Tables 3 to 8 and Figures 28 to 31 (with the testing
conditions presented in Table 9), it can be concluded that the DRL system can achieve very
accurate 3 DoF pose tracking (mean translation error below 1 cm and mean rotation error below
1°) when the sensor data provided has a wide field of view (360°), a high angular resolution
(0.25°), and a long range (250 m). These results (configurations j1 to j4) hold even when the
Jarvis testing platform was moving at varying speeds (from 0.05 to 0.5 m/s) and with dynamic
objects in the environment.

When the DRL system was tested under more challenging conditions (configurations p1 to p4
in the industrial hall), with the sensor data having a reduced field of view (180°), low angular
resolution (1°), and short range (6 m), the DRL system still managed to track the robot 3 DoF
pose with translation error below the map resolution (mean translation error below 2 cm and
mean rotation error below 6°).

The DRL system was also able to track the Kinect 6 DoF pose (configurations k1 to k3) with
less than 2 cm of mean translation error and less than 3° of mean rotation error, even when the
sensor was aimed at unknown areas, which shows the robustness of the DRL system against
temporary sensor problems, which happen more often on sensors with narrow field of view.

Figure 23. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 3.02
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Figure 24. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 3.04

Figure 25. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 3.05
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Figure 24. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 3.04

Figure 25. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 3.05
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Overall, the DRL system was able to track the 3/6 DoF pose of the testing platforms (equipped
with significantly different sensors) with high accuracy and reliability and overcame tempo‐
rary sensor occlusions and dynamic objects in the environment.

Comparing the profiling results of all tests, it can be concluded that using more points in the
reference or sensor point clouds leads to higher computation times (for each pose update) and
higher CPU usage. This can be seen in the 6 DoF test results, which had a 5-time increase in
the mean computation time and CPU usage when compared to the 3 DoF tests. As such, the 6
DoF pose estimation capabilities of the DRL system should only be used when the mobile
platforms are not moving on planar environments.

The DRL system can perform 3/6 DoF pose estimation with CPUs with low power consumption
and cost, such as the Intel Atom N2800. However, the standard deviation of the pose estima‐
tion, along with the resources required, will grow when compared with better CPUs. More‐
over, these low-consumption CPUs may have memory access bottlenecks and given their
limited processing capabilities, they may require the tuning of the DRL configurations in order
to be able to perform pose estimations with acceptable update rate (which is why Figures 30
and 31 show a similar 3/6 DoF computation time and CPU usage on the tests performed with
the Intel Atom N2800). This reconfiguration allowed the DRL system to update the Kinect pose
more often at the cost of higher translation and rotation error. Nevertheless, this shows that
the DRL system can be used on a wide range of mobile robot platforms with varying compu‐
tational capabilities.

Figure 26. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 3.07
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Testing

configurations

Sensor

platforms

Movement

path

Test

duration

(s)

Mean

velocity

(m/2)

Map

resolution

(mm)

Sensor

range

(m)

Filters

Voxel grid (m) Random Sample

j1

Jarvis

Circular
290 0.05

10 250 0.02 500

j2 25.5 0.5

j3

Complex

498 0.05

j4 392
0.5-0.3-0.5-

0.1

p1

Pioneer

360 72 0.23

25

10 - -

p2 Slam 1 155 0.26

6

- -

p3 Slam 2 115 0.19 - -

p4 Slam 3 112 0.16 - -

k1

Kinect

Free fly 16.9 0.3

20 3.5
Atom -> 0.05 |

i5/i7 -> 0.02

Atom -> 175 | i5/i7 -> 425

K2 Translations 32.1 0.2 Atom -> 175 | i5/i7 -> 425

K3 Rotations 33.4 0.1 Atom -> 175 | i5/i7 -> 750

Table 9. Testing configurations shown from Figure 28 to 31

Figure 27. Poses estimated by the DRL (blue) and the ground truth (green) systems for test 3.08
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Figure 31. CPU usage across all tests (testing configurations shown in Table 9)

6. Conclusions

Mobile robot platforms require efficient software systems in order to perform their desired
tasks without needing expensive and high power consumption hardware. Given the wide
range of hardware and sensor configurations and the set of tasks that a mobile robot can
perform, this article presented a detailed analysis of the DRL system performance in tests
running on three different computing platforms equipped with CPUs ranging from low to
high end processing capabilities.

The DRL system was tested in challenging environments and was able to perform high
accuracy pose estimation with mean translation error between 5 and 30 mm and mean rotation
error between 0.4° and 5° in both 3 and 6 DoF. The trade-offs between pose estimation accuracy
and computing resources required can be tuned to the specific needs of the tasks performed
by the robot, allowing efficient use of the localization system on low computing power mobile
robot platforms.

For the presented tests, and with some configuration fine tuning, the Atom N2800 CPU was
able to estimate the 6DoF pose with about 30 mm/3° in 60 ms at over 90% CPU load. The other
superior CPUs, Intel Core i5 and i7, were able to estimate 6 DoF poses with about 20 mm/3°
in 30 ms at 80% CPU load.

Moreover, several sensors can be used simultaneously in order to increase the field of view
seen by the localization system, allowing more accurate and stable estimation of the robot’s
pose. Besides pose tracking, the self-localization system can also perform initial pose estima‐
tion when the robot starts its operation or when it becomes lost in the environment. It can also
incrementally build a map of its surroundings with probabilistic integration and removal of
geometry and perform surface reconstruction to minimize the impact of sensor noise.
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6. Conclusions

Mobile robot platforms require efficient software systems in order to perform their desired
tasks without needing expensive and high power consumption hardware. Given the wide
range of hardware and sensor configurations and the set of tasks that a mobile robot can
perform, this article presented a detailed analysis of the DRL system performance in tests
running on three different computing platforms equipped with CPUs ranging from low to
high end processing capabilities.

The DRL system was tested in challenging environments and was able to perform high
accuracy pose estimation with mean translation error between 5 and 30 mm and mean rotation
error between 0.4° and 5° in both 3 and 6 DoF. The trade-offs between pose estimation accuracy
and computing resources required can be tuned to the specific needs of the tasks performed
by the robot, allowing efficient use of the localization system on low computing power mobile
robot platforms.

For the presented tests, and with some configuration fine tuning, the Atom N2800 CPU was
able to estimate the 6DoF pose with about 30 mm/3° in 60 ms at over 90% CPU load. The other
superior CPUs, Intel Core i5 and i7, were able to estimate 6 DoF poses with about 20 mm/3°
in 30 ms at 80% CPU load.

Moreover, several sensors can be used simultaneously in order to increase the field of view
seen by the localization system, allowing more accurate and stable estimation of the robot’s
pose. Besides pose tracking, the self-localization system can also perform initial pose estima‐
tion when the robot starts its operation or when it becomes lost in the environment. It can also
incrementally build a map of its surroundings with probabilistic integration and removal of
geometry and perform surface reconstruction to minimize the impact of sensor noise.
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The robust and high accuracy pose tracking capabilities of the DRL system in conjunction with
the global pose estimation and mapping modules allow the fast deployment of a wide range
of mobile robot platforms in cluttered and dynamic environments.
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Abstract

Design of video processing circuits requires a variety of tools and knowledge, and it is
difficult to find the right combination of tools for an efficient design process, specifically
when considering open tools for evaluation or educational purpose. This chapter presents
an overview of video processing requirements, programmable devices used for embed‐
ded video processing and the components of a video processing chain. We propose a
novel design flow for generating customizable intellectual property (IP) cores used in
streaming video processing applications. This design flow is based on domain-specific
modules in Python language. Examples of generated cores are presented.

Keywords: Video processing, prototyping, FPGA, Python, IP core

1. Introduction

Embedded sensor data processing is an important concept of future ubiquitous computing
technology. Processing of data from video camera requires either a powerful and energy-
consuming general purpose processor or an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC),
which is better suited for embedded applications. Field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
technology enables rapid development and hardware prototyping of video processing ASICs.
The FPGA devices are commonly found in smart camera architectures [1].

The technology is available, but it is not widely adopted due to the complex design process
and the cost of specialized tools. A digital system design flow starts with hierarchy of circuit
components containing register transfer level (RTL) description of the digital circuit in one of
the hardware description languages VHDL or Verilog. The RTL circuit model is used for logic
synthesis as well as simulation of the design. The synthesized design runs through imple‐
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mentation phase (mapping to the FPGA structures, place, and route, optimization), finally
producing bitstream that is downloaded to the device. Compiling of the FPGA design and
circuit debugging can be very time-consuming processes and large amount of logic cells and
flip-flops in modern FPGAs call for an efficient design flow.

There are several solutions to speed up the circuit component development compared to the
traditional RTL approach. Domain-specific environments, for example LabVIEW or System
Generator for Digital Signal Processing in Matlab/Simulink, can be used to compose signal
processing algorithm and produce RTL code. The other approaches are raising the abstraction
level by using high-level software languages (C, SystemC, HandelC) and performing high-
level circuit synthesis from software description [2]. The high-level tools are either in the
research domain or in the commercial tools (for example, Vivado High Level Synthesis from
Xilinx) and are targeting a variety of applications. There is still a lot of work for a circuit
designer to adapt the synthesized IP components to the specific stream video processing
architecture and application [3]. We also consider that open design environment is important
for educational purpose and for wide adoption of the programmable technology [4].

In this chapter, we propose to use a high-level programming language Python to produce
generators of video processing components. The Python language is efficient for algorithm
development and visualization and provides modules for description of concurrent digital
systems with automatic conversion to RTL. The Python scripts can be used to produce generic
image processing intellectual property (IP) components that are customizable beyond the
scope of the RTL languages. We introduce the design methodology and present the prelimi‐
nary results.

In the next section, we present data processing and storage requirements in embedded video
systems and examples of video processing chain. We show that even low end programmable
devices from two major FPGA vendors, Xilinx and Altera, have enough resources and speed
for real-time implementation of video processing chain.

In further sections, we give an overview of hardware description packages in Python and our
IP generator module. The IP generator classes are used to automate several tasks and data
transformations in the streaming hardware component development process. We show the
usage of IP generator module on design examples.

2. Embedded video processing

Embedded video processing devices are part of smart cameras used in computer vision
systems. Table 1 summarizes data processing and storage requirements for various video
sources.

The minimal requirements for digital video processing systems are defined by standard
definition PAL or NTSC video signals. Digital video stream from standard definition camera
in ITU-R BT.656 format [5] is a sequence of 8-bit or 10-bit data words transmitted at 27 MB/s.
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The video frame resolution for PAL camera is 720 by 576 pixels and one image frame occupies
405 kB of memory.

Video signal
parameter

PAL TV WVGA HD camera

resolution [H x V] 720 x 576 752 x 480 2048 x 2048

refresh [fps] 25 63 178

data rate [MB/s] 27 27 760

frame memory [MB] 0.4 0.3 4

Table 1. Parameters of video signals

The next two columns present requirements for two commercial computer vision cameras:
high-speed, low–resolution, and high-definition (HD) camera from Optomotive. The first has
Wide Video Graphics Array (WVGA) sensor that has equal data rate and similar resolution to
PAL camera but substantially higher refresh rate. The digitized PAL video stream contains
long synchronization sequences due to the legacy TV transmission signal timing. On the other
hand, the computer vision camera consumes most of the 27 MB/s bandwidth for data trans‐
mission and thus achieves refresh rates up to 63 frames per second (fps).

Characteristics of the HD camera from Table 1 show substantially higher resolution and
roughly 10 times more memory storage per image frame. The sensor peak data rate of 760 MB/
s enables image refresh rates of up to 178 fps.

The data rate of a digital video stream and the required amount of operations per image pixel
are beyond the capacity of an embedded microprocessor. The video processing operations
should be implemented in application-specific hardware. The blocks of the video processing
chain operate concurrently in hardware and transformation operations inside each block can
be parallelized.

2.1. Video processing chain

Video and image processing algorithms contain a sequence of data transformation operations.
When the same sequence is applied to all image data, we can describe the algorithm as video
processing chain. The processing chain clearly describes dataflow and can be used as template
structure for hardware implementation. Structure of the data and the transformation opera‐
tions depend on the video processing application [6].

Two examples of video processing chain are presented in Figure 1: (a) edge detection chain
and (b) feature extraction chain for human detection. The edge detection transformations
produce images that emphasize edges and transitions. The presented processing chain begins
with contrast enhancement. The output pixel values are computed from the input pixels using
contract stretching equation or lookup table. Next operations are gradient filters that produce
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local horizontal (Gx) and vertical (Gy) gradient data. The gradient data stream is aligned,
combined in a single stream, and sent to gradient magnitude computation block.

Figure 1. Examples of video processing chains

The feature extraction chain in Figure 1b transforms image pixel data to a set of descriptors
used for classification and recognition in computer vision systems. The presented processing
chain is based on histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [7]. The image is first divided into
blocks and gradients of the block pixels are computed. Histograms of gradient magnitude for
spatial orientations are calculated next and block normalization is performed. The resulting
data are image descriptors that can be used in the classification of algorithm to detect human
locations.

We divide the video stream processing operations into four categories: point operations,
sliding window operations, image block operations, and global operations:

• Point operations take one image pixel at a time and produce output values based on the
current input pixel value. Examples of point operations are contract enhancement, image
binarization (thresholding), and color conversion. These operations are relatively straight‐
forward for hardware implementation using pipelined arithmetic operations or lookup
table approach.

• Sliding window operations or local operations use a local neighborhood of pixels to produce
the output. Examples of the sliding window operations are convolution-based operations
for image filtering or calculating image gradients. The hardware implementation requires
first-in first-out (FIFO) buffers to generate the neighborhood of pixels and pipelined
arithmetic operations.

• The image block operations first divide the image frame into smaller blocks and then apply
operation to the whole block of pixels. For example, HOG feature extraction divides the
image into 64 × 128 pixel blocks. The hardware implementation of block operations on the
video stream requires image buffers and blocks memory control logic. The implementation
can exploit block-level parallelism in order to achieve the required throughput.

• Global operations require double buffering of the whole frame or block data, since there is
no defined locality and any input pixel can be used to calculate the output. Example of global
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operations is histogram calculation. These operations are most difficult to implement in the
custom hardware at a reasonable cost and are typically implemented as a combination of
software control and hardware accelerator.

Considering implementation of the video processing chain in hardware, we begin with initial
digital system partitioning according to the dataflow and video transformation operations.
The operations present hierarchical circuit blocks that can be reused for different applications.

3. Video processing in FPGA devices

The FPGA technology is used as a programmable alternative to ASICs. The FPGA devices can
exploit high degree of data processing parallelism that is necessary for real-time video
processing. The programmability of FPGA devices has many benefits in video processing
applications due to the constant evolution of new algorithms and standards. This technology
is well suited for smart cameras, where the image sampling and application-specific prepro‐
cessing are performed before data transmission to the host [8].

A drawback of FPGA devices is relatively high cost compared to massive produced ASICs and
relatively complicated design flow compared to microprocessors. The programmable tech‐
nology grows from simple logic replacement devices introduced in the late 1980s to powerful
contemporary generic computation devices with plenty of interfaces, memory, and data
processing resources. Even the smallest and low-cost devices today include static memory
blocks and hardware support for fast arithmetic operations. In order to leverage usage of FPGA
in embedded image processing applications, we consider low end devices and propose a novel
design flow.

Table 2 presents characteristics of low end FPGA devices from two major manufacturers: Xilinx
and Altera. A range of available resources in terms of logic cells, data flip-flops, embedded
memory blocks, and hardware multiplier blocks are presented for FPGA families Cyclone IV
and Max 10 from Altera and Spartan-6 and Artix from Xilinx.

FPGA family
resource

Altera
Cyclone IV

Altera
Max 10

Xilinx
Spartan 6

Xilinx
Artix

logic cells [k] 6 – 149 2 – 50 3.8 – 147 16 – 215

flip-flops [k] 6 – 149 2 – 50 4.8 – 184 20 – 269

memory [kB] 33 – 486 13 – 204 27 – 603 112 – 1642

multipliers 15 – 266 16 – 144 8 – 180 45 – 740

Table 2. Low end FPGA devices from Altera and Xilinx

FPGAs are best suited for signal processing algorithms based on arbitrary precision integer or
fixed point operations. The low end families have the smallest amount of data processing
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resources operating at a relatively low clock frequency (typically tens or few hundreds of MHz)
due to programmability overhead. But even the smallest FPGA devices from the current
families have enough resources and speed to implement real-time video image acquisition and
some image processing functionality. Devices with more resources benefit from more paral‐
lelism that is important for HD or high frame rate video processing.

Emerging type of programmable integrated circuits are systems-on-chip (SoC), a combination
of application-grade microprocessor and FPGA fabric. Both Altera and Xilinx provide SoC
devices, Cyclone V and Zynq, which include dual core ARM Cortex-A9 processor. The smaller
devices compete in terms of cost with the separate FPGA and microprocessor or microcon‐
troller solution and benefit in tight coupling between processor and FPGA. These devices are
suitable for embedded image processing applications that are partially implemented in
hardware (HW) and in software (SW) and transfer data through microprocessor peripheral
interfaces.

The design tools for programmable devices support component-based hierarchical design in
order to manage development and verification of complex digital systems. The reusable blocks,
called IP components, can be obtained from library of IP cores (Xilinx) or Megafunctions
(Altera) or described using hardware description languages. Basic operations and components
using specific FPGA structures are available for free, but a lot of IP cores can be obtained only
after purchase.

While using IP cores for digital system shortens the design cycle, there is still a huge gap
between the algorithm development and the circuit development. In the video processing
algorithm development process, we consider new combinations of operations and different
data partitioning to get an optimum processing result. New operators are probably not
available as IP cores and need to be designed from scratch. The algorithm developer can also
consider the cost of the hardware implementation of the operations in the design process. The
algorithms are developed with tools and environments that offer strong mathematical and
visualization support in order to get quick proof of concept. The tools are either commercial
Matlab or LabVIEW or based on computer languages C/C++ (OpenCV) or Python.

3.1. Verification on development boards

For video processing hardware development, we can use either a computer vision smart
camera with programmable device or a programmable video development board. In order to
introduce design of embedded video processing in university laboratory practice, we devel‐
oped video interface modules that can be used with low-cost commercial FPGA development
boards. This solution is more affordable and the interface modules can be reused when the
FPGA vendors offer new development boards based on new families of FPGA devices.

The video input interface module contains video decoder TVP5150A connected to PAL camera
module, as presented in Figure 2. A small FPGA is used for the decoder setup, basic data
preprocessing, and output video stream configuration. The video decoder TVP5150A converts
analog video to the video stream in TU-R BT656 format. The FPGA device Xilinx XC3S50A
performs stream decomposition and color space conversion and generates data stream. The
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board has a 40-pin parallel video stream connector and a 12-pin serial PMOD for connection
to low-cost Xilinx Digilent boards.

Figure 2. Photo of video interface board

The Digilent FPGA development boards for Xilinx FPGAs contain a computer graphics VGA
or HDMI connector that can be used as a visual output for the image processing application.
If there is no video output on the board, we can always add a simple extension module with
the computer graphics or standard video output.

4. Hardware description in Python

The open-source Python community offers several packages covering digital circuits design.
We tested three packages that use Python as a hardware description language [9].

Chips [10] is an HDL Python library that provides a language for designing hardware devices.
Chips package introduces a stand-alone synthesizable language built on top of the Python
allowing designers to work at a higher level of abstraction. The language provides methods
for concurrent elements synchronization and data stream processing. The tool generates
synthesizable RTL code using state machines or optimized soft-core processor automatically.
The described device can be natively simulated in Python.

Migen [11] is another Python-based tool for building complex digital hardware. The toolbox
introduces inside Python a new language FHDL for describing fully synchronous circuits. The
language addresses limitations of standard hardware description languages: support for
composite types and procedurally generated logic. The FHDL circuit description is on a higher
abstraction level compared to the RTL languages and can be automatically converted to
synthesizable Verilog. The simulation is supported through conversion and linked to external
tools.

MyHDL [12] is an open-source package for using Python as a hardware description and
verification language. The code can be converted to VHDL or Verilog automatically. The
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introduced language MyHDL does not specifically target synchronous or stream processing
circuits and is intended for the description of synchronous or asynchronous logic blocks. The
converted code is readable, since it retains all the signal and component names and even block
comments. The MyHDL supports native Python simulations and unit tests and can produce
outputs in value change dump (VCD) format for graphical inspection. The package MyHDL
provides basic RTL modeling concepts:

• Hardware-oriented data types: 1-bit bool and arbitrary length vectors intbv, modbv

• Support for synthesizable subset of arithmetic and logic expressions

• Combinational functions containing concurrent signal assignments

• Synchronous sequential functions with clock edge and optional reset

• Finite state machine abstraction

• Structural modeling.

Table 3 summarizes the basic features of the Python HDL tools. We found the tool MyHDL as
the best choice for the development of reusable components due to nice modeling, conversion,
simulation, and continuous support by the open-source community.

Package Circuit model Verification Output Current version

Chips stream model, custom
syntax

Python testbench VHDL 0.1.2 (2011)

Migen fragment model,
custom syntax

External tools Verilog x (2012)

MyHDL event driven, Python
syntax

Python testbench and
VCD

VHDL and Verilog 0.9 (2013)

Table 3. Python HDL Tool packages

4.1. MyHDL video graphics example

We will first present an example of a VGA graphics controller designed for ZynqSoC device.
The controller is used to produce computer-generated video stream for hardware verification
of the video processing chain on the FPGA development board. The controller presented in
Figure 3 consists of device library components: Zynq PS, AXI interconnect, BRAM controller,
Block memory, and custom components designed in MyHDL. The video stream generator
components are VGA synchronization (VGAsync), video direct memory access (DMA),
coordinate rotation, character memory, and color transformation.

We present the MyHDL code and hardware modeling constructs on a simplified example of
the VGA synchronization generator:
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• Combinational functions containing concurrent signal assignments

• Synchronous sequential functions with clock edge and optional reset

• Finite state machine abstraction

• Structural modeling.

Table 3 summarizes the basic features of the Python HDL tools. We found the tool MyHDL as
the best choice for the development of reusable components due to nice modeling, conversion,
simulation, and continuous support by the open-source community.

Package Circuit model Verification Output Current version

Chips stream model, custom
syntax

Python testbench VHDL 0.1.2 (2011)

Migen fragment model,
custom syntax

External tools Verilog x (2012)

MyHDL event driven, Python
syntax

Python testbench and
VCD

VHDL and Verilog 0.9 (2013)

Table 3. Python HDL Tool packages

4.1. MyHDL video graphics example

We will first present an example of a VGA graphics controller designed for ZynqSoC device.
The controller is used to produce computer-generated video stream for hardware verification
of the video processing chain on the FPGA development board. The controller presented in
Figure 3 consists of device library components: Zynq PS, AXI interconnect, BRAM controller,
Block memory, and custom components designed in MyHDL. The video stream generator
components are VGA synchronization (VGAsync), video direct memory access (DMA),
coordinate rotation, character memory, and color transformation.

We present the MyHDL code and hardware modeling constructs on a simplified example of
the VGA synchronization generator:
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from myhdl import *            # libraries and initialization code
HP=1040; VP=666
def VGAsync(clk, hsync, vsync):         # top level function and ports
        h = Signal(intbv(0)[11:])        # internal signals
        v = Signal(intbv(0)[10:])
        @always(clk.posedge)            # sequential function
def timing():
if h < HP-1:
                     h.next = h + 1
else:
                     h.next = 0
if v < VP-1:
                     v.next = v + 1
else:
                     v.next = 0
@always_comb                      # combinational function
def synchro():
hsync.next = 1 if h>=856 and h<976 else 0
vsync.next = 1 if v>=637 and v<643 else 0
return timing, synchro
clk = Signal(bool(0))            # port signal declaration
hsync = Signal(bool(0))
vsync = Signal(bool(0))
if __name__ == '__main__':     # conversion to VHDL
         toVHDL(VGAsync, clk, hsync, vsync)

The MyHDL hardware model contains declaration of signal objects (Signal) and functions
describing combinational or synchronous sequential logic using Python decorators (@always).
Integer values can be used for single bit signals (bool) as well as for bit vectors (intbv) which
greatly simplifies the code compared to strict VHDL typing rules. The MyHDL hardware
description requires less code compared to automatically generated or even handwritten
VHDL or Verilog description. We can write a test bench using MyHDL objects and verify the
operation of the design in Python. The verification is performed by printing the consecutive

Figure 3. Video processing rapid prototyping components in ZynqSoC
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signal values or dumping all the data to a timing waveform file. Python scripts can be written
for automatic verification and unit testing.

The RTL circuit description requires careful design of the circuit parts with specified clock
cycle behavior, such as interfaces. Figure 4 presents simplified algorithmic state diagram of
the region movement DMA component. The state machine leaves initial IDLE state when a
pixel read request (rdreq) or write request (wrreq) is received. The read request is asserted for
each image line, and during video blanking period the controller returns to IDLE state. When
the controller receives write request and is not reading the memory, it starts data movement
by first getting the data from one bus (state GET) and then writing the data to frame memory
(state PUT). The internal counter dxy is used to repeat these cycles and move 64 data pixels.
The data movement cycle can be interrupted by read request and continued when the rdreq
is de-asserted.

Figure 4. Video Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller state diagram

The RTL implementation of the DMA requires the designer to specify all the control and status
signals of the data busses involved in the communication. For example, the MyHDL descrip‐
tion of IDLE and GET is stated as follows:

if st==tst.IDLE:                 # bus1 write request
if stb_i&we_i:
        writing.next=1
        stb2_o.next=1; we2_o.next=0;     # start reading cycle on bus2
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        st.next=tst.GET
...
elif st==tst.GET:
        stb2_o.next=1; we2_o.next=0      # continue reading on bus2
if ack2_i:                       # if read acknowledge
        stb2_o.next=0                    # stop reading bus2 and
        stb3_o.next=1; we3_o.next=1      # start writing cycle on bus3
        dat3_o.next=data;
        adr3_o.next = concat(adrH, adrL)
        st.next=tst.PUT

The presented circuit description is time consuming and error-prone process and can be
avoided by using higher level of abstraction for the specific domain.

5. IP component generator in Python

An IP component generator written in Python language can be used to raise the MyHDL
hardware description level of abstraction and target video stream processing IP components.
The proposed design flow is presented in Figure 5. We created a collection of Python classes
in IPgen module used for object-oriented hardware description. The IP designer creates the IP
generator script file composed of IPgen objects and methods. When the script is executed,
transformations generate IP description file with RTL circuit description in MyHDL. This
Python file can be used for functional IP verification with test bench and automatic conversion
to HDL code.

Figure 5. Python based IP generator design flow
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The resulting HDL code presents RTL description of one IP in the video processing chain. The
FPGA vendor tools are then used to package IP, integrate IP in the video processing hardware
system, and perform circuit implementation. The implemented circuit is downloaded to FPGA
for hardware verification on video development board.

5.1. IP generator module

First, we present semantics of object-oriented hardware description in our IP generator
module. We define the IP component as a tuple where IPname stores top level function name,
IPinit defines initialization code, and IPinterface defines interface type. The IP component
contains a set of functions and a set of signals.

Statements are a collection of MyHDL statement code and identifiers. The identifiers are used
in code transformation process. The set of signals is defined with name, type, and scope for
each signal. The signal type is one of the MyHDL provided types. The scope defines the
position of the signal declaration:

• External signals are part of initialization code.

• Port signals are on port description of the top level function.

• Internal signals are declared inside top level function.

A function transformation converts function to a set of generated functions and signals:

( ) ( ) ( ){ }® ¼0 0 0, , , , , ,g g k gk gkgenerate name nameF F S F S

The generated functions are objects of the basic combinational or sequential MyHDL functions
and can be converted to MyHDL code using getcode() method. The generated signal objects
have declare() method that outputs appropriate signal declarations. The algorithm for produc‐
ing MyHDL IP description is presented in pseudocode:

init_code = IPinit                   # get initialization code
(iname, if, sig) = IPif.generate()   # generate interface logic
F.append(if)                          # and append to functions list

for fun in F:                        # for each function generate
     (fname, ff, fsig) = fun.generate()   # list of function names
     lname += fname;                      # list of function names
     sig += fsig;                    # list of signals
     code += ff.getcode()            # and function code

for sig in S:                        # for each signal generate
if sig.stype==port:
     port_code += sig.name;               # list of port names and
     psig_decl += sig.declare()           # port declarations
else:
     sig_decl += sig.declare()            # internal signal declarations
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print init_code                      # print out initialization code
print "def" + name + port_code        # top level function and ports
print sig_decl                       # signal declarations
print code                           # function code
print "return" + lname               # top level return
print psig_decl                      # port signal declarations
print conversion function            # and conversion to VHDL/Verilog

The structure of our stream video processing domain module is presented in UML diagram
in Figure 6. Python classes are provided for description of the IP component that is an object
of type IPgen. The object IPgen is a collection of signal and function objects defining the IP
hardware structure. A name property is used for MyHDL top level function as well as for
output file name for MyHDL circuit description. The interface property provides various
automatically generated IP component interfaces for streaming video components.

The IPgen signals are external or internal signals described in integer (si) or binary (sb) signal
objects. The classes provide declaration method that is used to generate MyHDL signal
declarations. The IPgen class function() is basic class for description of the IP behavior. The
code() method is used to add MyHDL statements into statement code list (C[]). The function
code is translated into a set of MyHDL combinational and sequential functions using get‐
code() method. All classes derived from the function() should provide the generate() method that
returns a triple containing list of MyHDL function names, list of basic functions objects, and
list of signals.

Figure 6. UML diagram of Python IP generator module

The presented generic MyHDL IP generator module can be extended by domain-specific
classes describing interface and functions objects. We developed extensions for streaming
video processing applications that are presented in the design examples.
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5.2. IP generator design examples

We present IP description of square root operation on integer data that is commonly found in
image processing transformations. The code is based on modified Dijkstra’s square root
algorithm [13]. The square root in plain Python code is calculated in a loop:

def sqr(number, bits):
     mask = 1 << (bits-2)
     r = 0
     I = 1
     rem = number
while (mask>0):

if ((r+mask)<=rem):
           rem -= r+mask
           r += 2*mask
       r >>= 1
       mask>>= 2

return r

The loop has a constant number of iterations that can be calculated from the input number bit
size, for example, 8-bit numbers require 4 loop iterations. The square root of an 8-bit input data
can be calculated as a sequence of operations presented in Figure 7a. The combinational
functions of the corresponding MyHDL circuit description are given in Figure 7b.

The circuit description can be generated with a script using IP generator classes. We first define
IPgen object and declare arrays of vector signals in dataflow diagram:

bits = 8
w = (bits-2)/2 + 1
ip = IPgen("sqr", IFpoint) #set the IP name and interface type
ip.siga('r', w, bits)
ip.siga('m', w, bits)
ip.siga('rem', w, bits)

A member function siga() is used for declaration of multiple signal instances; for example, a
function call siga('r', 4, 8) produces the following MyHDL declaration:

r0, r1, r2, r3 = (Signal(intbv(0)[8:]) for i in range(0,4))

The initialization logic is described as:

log = comb("init_logic")
log.code("rem0.next = data")
log.code("r0.next = 0")
log.code("m0.next = 1 << {0}".format(bits-2))

The code for dataflow object is generated in a for-loop:

p = dflow("p",DFcomb)
for i inrange (0, w):
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     p.code("if (r{0}+m{0}) <= rem{0}:".format(i))
if (i == w-1):
          p.code(" dout.next = (r{0} + 2*m{0}) >> 1".format(i))
else:
          p.code(" rem{1}.next = rem{0}-(r{0}+m{0})".format(i, i+1))
          p.code(" r{1}.next = (r{0} + 2*m{0}) >> 1".format(i, i+1))
          p.code("else:")
if (i == w-1):
          p.code(" dout.next = r{0} >> 1".format(i))
else:
          p.code(" rem{1}.next = rem{0}".format(i, i+1))
          p.code(" r{1}.next = r{0} >> 1".format(i, i+1))
          p.code("m{1}.next = m{0} >> 2".format(i, i+1))
          p.next()

Figure 7. a) 8-bit integer square root dataflow, b) MyHDL combinational square root description
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In the dataflow loop description, we call a method next() to mark computation stages denoted
with a dashed line in Figure 7a. The stages are used in the automatic generator of RTL
combinational or sequential dataflow descriptions. The dataflow object accepts parameter that
defines the dataflow synthesis mode with the following values:

• DFcomb for combinational logic implementation (for example in Figure 7b)

• DFreg for combinational description with a register in the last stage

• DFpipe for sequential description with registers in all stages.

The RTL IP component description in MyHDL is generated by

ip.output(log, p)

By changing the parameter in the dataflow object, the user can quickly produce different
versions of the circuit and choose the version that satisfies timing and area constraints. The
output description includes generated interface control logic for the video stream IP.

The IP core interfaces in digital systems are either generic function-specific interfaces or
standard bus interfaces. The standard bus interfaces are based on proprietary processor bus
architectures (Avalon, AXI, PLB) or open architectures for digital systems (Wishbone). We
consider using a simplified version of WISHBONE [14] interface specifically tailored for video
data stream transmission. The video stream interface should provide variable size pixel data
bus, clock, and data strobe signal used to mark active data transmission cycle. The proposed
video bus timing waveform for the interface type IFpoint is presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Video data stream bus timing waveform

The interface signals and control logic are automatically generated. The control logic is used
to count pipeline cycles, produce output strobe for valid output data, and provide additional
cycles to finish the pipeline computation of the data from the input burst. The generated
interface code for four-stage pipeline of 8-bit square root circuit is

     # Interface internal signal declarations
     pipe = Signal(bool(0))         # enable additional cycles
     cycEnd = Signal(bool(0))        # end output cycle
     cycnt = Signal(intbv(0)[8:])    # cycle counter
...
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          # Interface control logic
          stbo.next = 0; pipe.next = 0; cycEnd.next = 0
if stb and cyc:                  # count pipeline cycles
if cycnt == 3:
               stbo.next = 1
               cyco.next = 1
else:
               cycnt.next = cycnt + 1
elif (not stb) and (not cyc): # additional pipe cycles
if cycnt> 0:
               cycnt.next = cycnt - 1
               pipe.next = 1
if pipe:
          stbo.next = 1
if cycnt == 0:
               cycEnd.next = 1
if cycEnd == 1:
          cyco.next = 0

The initial Python description of the square root calculation is 35 lines of code and is auto‐
matically transformed to 72 lines of MyHDL and 126 lines of VHDL or Verilog code.

The next example is a sliding window operation for image filtering. The filtering is performed
by a discrete convolution of the input data with filter coefficients C0, C1,...,Cn. Horizontal
convolution equation in Z domain:

- - -= + + + +L1 2
0 1 2

n
out nP C P C Pz C Pz C Pz

The convolution can be decomposed into multiply–add operators and delay elements (z–1). The
convolution core is generated with one combinational and one sequential function:

n = 3
c = [1, 2, 1]
log = comb("filt_log")
reg = seq("filt_reg")
reg.code("if en:");
for i inrange (0, n):
     log.code("r{0}.next = s{0} + {2}*data".format(i,i+1,c[i]))
if (i < n-1):
          reg.code(" s{1}.next = r{0}".format(i,i+1))

For implementation of the filter in stream processing IP component, we have to add interface
logic and consider boundary conditions in computation of the output values. Pixels outside
image boundary should have zero value in convolution computation. To insert this data into
convolution circuit core, we add an algorithmic state machine (ASM) driving data multiplexer
and input FIFO buffer. The dataflow structure of the stream processing filter is presented in
Figure 9.
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The image boundary pixels are marked with additional tag signal on the input. When the first
line pixel is received, the ASM switches input multiplexer to zero value and starts computation
cycles. The FIFO is used to hold incoming pixels before they are used in convolution compu‐
tation. Similar sequence is performed for the last line pixel. State diagram and the correspond‐
ing IP generator code of the ASM is presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Algorithmic state machine for the convolution controller

The ASM states and state transitions are described with tran() method using five parame‐
ters:  current  state,  state  logic,  transition  condition,  transition  logic,  and  next  state.  For
example, in state S0 the transition condition is FIFO ready signal (rdy) and tag that marks
the first pixel in a line. If the condition is satisfied, the data signal for the convolution core
is set to 0 and one convolution cycle is enabled (en). The default value of control signals
en and FIFO read is  0 and the signals are activated only in specified state or transition
logic. The ASM description is automatically converted to MyHDL sequential function and
state machine signal declarations.

The FIFO buffer description and interface logic is generated by setting sliding window
interface in IPgen object. The generated MyHDL code for convolution filter with three
coefficients contains 115 lines and is transformed to 160 lines of VHDL or Verilog. Vertical
convolution is computed by replacing the delay registers D(n) in the convolution core with

Figure 9. Dataflow diagram for convolution filter with 3 coefficients
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circular buffers for one image line. The ASM logic should be changed to detect first and last
image line and replace the boundary lines with zero values.

6. Conclusion

We presented unified embedded video processing circuit design flow in the Python language
that speeds up the design cycle and automates error-prone domain conversion process. Python
scripting language is a good choice for testing domain-specific algorithm and data transfor‐
mations using open-source packages. We selected the package MyHDL for RTL hardware
description and automatic conversion to readable VHDL or Verilog code. The advantage of
MyHDL in comparison to traditional hardware description languages is the ability to use all
the scripting power of the language for unit testing or simulation verification and to raise the
level description abstraction in the same environment. The drawbacks of MyHDL code are
limited support of some advanced HDL features from standard language packages and
complex error reporting. We overcome this limitation by using MyHDL as intermediate
language and use the proposed IPgen module for the streaming IP component hardware
description.

The IPgen module has generic object structures used for generating MyHDL components with
combinational and sequential functions and domain-specific streaming functions. Code
transformations in the output MyHDL generation process are used to determine the produced
circuit timing behavior and add video processing interfaces, components, and signals. We
presented examples of square root calculation and convolution filter designs. For the future
work, we will extend the IPgen classes to include more interface options and provide resource
mapping transformations.
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Abstract

In this chapter we analyze the performance of data link protocols. We consider Stop
and Wait ARQ and Sliding Window protocol. In Sliding window protocol, we
consider Selective Reject ARQ and Go-Back-N ARQ. There are existing results that
analyze the link utilization of these protocols in the presence of error. We have
experimented in a somewhat more generalized framework. We have also analyzed
and experimented with the number of duplicate error-free packets that will be
transmitted.

Keywords: Stop ad Wait ARQ, Sliding Window Protocol, Selective Reject ARQ, Go-
Back-N ARQ, Duplicate Error-Free Packet

1. Introduction

There are two types of Data Link Control Protocols:

1. Stop and Wait

2. Sliding Window

1.1. Stop and wait ARQ

In stop and wait flow control the sender sends the data frame whose transmission time is tf

and it reaches the receiver after time tp, the propagation delay across the communication
channel. The receiver sends the acknowledgment frame back to the sender whose transmission
time is negligible and the propagation delay is tp. This is illustrated in Figure 1. The sender
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sends the next data frame after time (tf + 2tp) if ACK is positive, otherwise it resends the earlier
frame.

is illustrated in Figure-1. The sender sends the next data frame after time (tf + 2tp)
if ACK is positive, otherwise it resends the earlier frame. 
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1.2. Sliding window protocol

Here, the sender maintains a window of data frames of size W. In this protocol the sender
continues sending packets before the receipt of the ACK (acknowledgment) frame. If the frame
transmission time is tf and the propagation delay is tp, we can pack A data frames in the time
span tf + 2tp where

 1  2  1  2 where
2f p p p

f f f

t t t
t

A a
t

t t
a

+
= = + = + =

If our window size W ≥ A then link utilization U = 1 otherwise U = W
A . The protocol is illustrated

in Figure 2.

This analysis holds for error free transmission. Now if there are transmission errors then in
both the protocols the packet has to be resent. For sliding window protocols there are two types
of ARQ, namely:

1. Selective Reject ARQ

2. Go-Back-N ARQ
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In Selective Reject ARQ, sliding windows of same size at both sending and receiving ends are
maintained. The receiver sends a RR-N frame, that is, receive ready frame to the sender for the
sending data frame N. If any data frame N is in error the receiver sends back SREJ -N, that is,
selective reject signal to the sender. It continues to receive frames with sequence number ≥ N
from the sender but it does not send any RR request for frame ≥ N.

In contrast, in Go-Back-N ARQ, sliding windows of unequal size at sending and receiving ends
are maintained. In the sending end sliding window size is usually > 1 but in the receiving end
sliding window size is usually = 1. Here also the receiver sends a RR-N frame, that is, receive
ready frame to the sender for the sending data frame N. If any data frame N is in error, the
receiver sends back Go-Back-N signal to the sender. It rejects all frames with sequence number
≥ N from the sender and it does not send any RR request for frame ≥ N.

For both these protocols, let Nr be the expected number of retransmissions. Then, the link

utilization in the presence of error Uerror = U
Nr

. The analysis of Nr is usually carried out by

assuming the ACK frame is error free. In this chapter, we try to analyze three situations:

1. The delivered packet is delayed

2. ACK frame is in error

3. ACK frame is delayed

In all the three cases the receiver will receive duplicate error-free packets. We try to analyze
the estimate of duplicate packets received by the receiver.

2. Existing analysis of link utilization of data link control protocols

Consider P is the probability that the single frame is in error. Then link utilization for Stop-
and-Wait ARQ is computed as follows:
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For Go-Back-N ARQ each error generates a requirement to retransmit K frames rather than a
single frame.
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Here, we assumed K = A for W ≥ A and K = W for W < A.

A detailed discussion of the protocol and the above analysis can be found in authored books
[1], [2], [3] and [4]. Reader can also refer to the published journal article [5].

3. Modified analysis of link utilization of data link control protocols

We will assume that the probability of a frame not in error is p1. Also we will assume that the
probability the frame is delivered within a time interval T is p2. The sender will resend the
packet if ACK does not arrive after time interval 2T. Let p3 be the probability that the ACK
frame is error free. Let p4 be the probability that the ACK arrives within time 2T. The probability
that the packet is received correctly in one transmission is p1p2p3p4. So the expected number of
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retransmissions Nr = 1/ p1p2p3p4. So in the existing analysis we only need to substitute P = 1-
p1p2p3p4 to get the link utilization.

To analyze the case of the receipt of duplicate error free packets we consider the following four
events:

i. The delivered packet is free from error. The corresponding probability is p1. Let us
call this as event A1.

ii. The packet doesn’t reach within time T and the receiver asks to resend the packet.
The corresponding probability is (1-p2). Let us call this as event A2.

iii. The ACK frame is in error and requires retransmission. The corresponding proba‐
bility is (1-p3). Let us call this as event A3.

iv. The ACK frame doesn’t arrive within time 2T and the sender resends the packet. The
corresponding probability is (1-p4). Let us call this as event A4.

The probability that there is duplicate frame transmitted will be:
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So the expected number of duplicate packets will be Nr q.

4. Experimental results and discussions

We have experimented with the number of retransmission and the number of duplicate error-
free packets transmitted with the following C code:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>
void main()
{
float p[4];
float S0, S1, S2;
int i,j;
float q, term, term_1, term_2;
int n_r, dup;
time_t t;
srand((unsigned) time(&t));
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randomize();
p[0]=(float)random(100)/100.;
p[1]=(float)random(100)/100.;
p[2]=(float)random(100)/100.;
p[3]=(float)random(100)/100.;
printf("p[0]=%f p[1]=%f p[2]=%f p[3]= %f\n\n", p[0], p[1], p[2], p[3]);
S0 = 3-p[1]-p[2]-p[3];
S1 = 0;
for (i= 1; i <4; i++)
for (j=i+1; j < 4; j++)
S1 += (1-p[i])*(1-p[j]);
S2 = (1-p[1])*(1-p[2])*(1-p[3]);
q = p[0]*(S0 - S1 + S2);
term = p[0]*p[1]*p[2]*p[3];
term_1 = 1.0/term;
n_r = (int)term_1; term_2 = q*n_r; dup = (int)term_2;
printf (" n_r = %d dup = %d \n", n_r, dup);
}

We have run several times the above mentioned program and obtained the following results:

p[0] p[1] p[2] p[3] n_r dup

0.82 0.93 0.64 0.29 7 4

0.85 0.66 0.22 0.33 24 19

0.38 0.71 0.24 0.56 27 9

0.6 0.44 0.14 0.95 28 15

0.13 0.74 0.24 0.54 80 9

0.95 0.47 0.48 0.4 116 109

0.04 0.92 0.64 0.22 192 6

0.21 0.44 0.48 0.07 322 66

0.12 0.12 0.37 0.16 1173 139

0.52 0.24 0.42 0.01 1907 990

Table 1. Number of retransmissions and duplicate error-free packets with different probabilities

In the Table-1, P(A1) = p[0], P(A2) = 1 - p[1], P(A3) = 1 - p[2], P(A3) = 1 - p[3]. The number of
retransmissions Nr = n_r and dup stands for the number of duplicate error-free packets. We
have shown the table sorted on n_r. We also obtained the plot illustrated in Figure 3, which
shows the interrelationship between n_r and dup.

We can clearly see that as n_r increases monotonically dup doesn’t show any such monotonic
increasing property. This is apparent from Table 1 where we observe that for n_r = 116 dup =
109 and for n_r = 192 dup = 6.
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5. Conclusion and future work

In this chapter we have analyzed and experimented with the number of retransmissions and
the number of duplicate error-free packets transmitted in a generalized framework of data
transmission model. As a future work we can consider some distribution on the probability of
delayed transmission as a function of time.
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Abstract

A chronological overview of the historical facts of the art of hand weaving, with an
emphasis  on  the  development  of  large  and  complex  patterns  is  provided.  The
development of looms or weaving machines through history for weaving fabric with
large patterns is described. Hand weaving complex patterns from primitive weaving
on frames to more complex weaving with two weavers operating one loom was
especially explored. The beginning of Jacquard weaving and its application even to the
electronic Jacquard looms has been emphasized. An analysis of the development of
patterned fabrics with multiple effects was carried out. The analysis was conducted
according to patterns using the shortened version of drawing a sample. The results
show that it  is possible to determine the technique of weaving and construction
parameters of each fabric pattern that vary in color and/or in a weave used. The most
accurate way to highlight the contours of the points of the transition of one effect into
another, namely by shifting warp and weft interlacing points on the edges of each
pattern (opposing thread float), is described. Based on the obtained results and finding
an identical yarn, it is possible to replicate the pattern on the Jacquard loom.

Keywords: Hand weaving, looms, Jacquard weaving machine, complex patterns,
fabric analysis

1. Introduction

The term textile is usually associated with a cloth that is produced on a loom or weaving
machine as a fabric manufactured by interlacing warp and weft threads. Weaving is one of the

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



oldest crafts and has a long historical development. Studying the history of the production of
fabrics is based on archaeological finds, pictorial representations, frescoes, stone monuments,
archival documents, etc. One of the valuable records is the Bible, which mentions the intricate
network of Solomon's Temple. In Greek myths, Arachne, the weaver is mentioned who was
turned into a spider by Athena; Homer describes decorative veils of the Temple of Athena.
The beginnings of fabric production date back far into the past and cannot be precisely defined.
The oldest sites as evidence of fabric production are certainly records and drawings in China
and Egypt, carved in stone or clay pottery, which date back to 12,000 BC. It is assumed that
the first interlacing of warp and weft occurred much earlier in making dwellings from
brushwood. To create a roof area and better insulation of the space, mud and leaves were used,
which were coiled and intertwined with each other in two directions (warp and weft direc‐
tions). Thus, a solid and long-lasting roof structure was made. After that the manufacture of
baskets, bags, and other household and transport articles developed. This interweaving of
brushwood was probably the forerunner in the development of fabric making. By hand
twisting twigs, leaves, and animal hair, an initially coarse, and afterward a finer thread was
made from which fabric was manufactured by interlacing [1]. Despite coarse weaving, these
fabrics had a definite advantage when worn compared to fur, especially in the summer. The
preserved drawings show that fur was the first to have been used to cover the body. Fabric
has gradually assumed the function of the fur and was primarily used to protect the body from
bad weather. Sensitivity of textile products, and the tendency to decay, represents a particular
difficulty in assessing the beginnings of making fabrics so that drawings of looms carved in
stone or clay are more reliable and older evidence of the beginnings of the craft of weaving [2].

2. Production and description of fabrics with large and complex patterns

Weaving has always represented an extremely complex operation that requires not only a
certain knowledge of the technological process, but also a way of creating patterns on the fabric.
The production of yarns from different fibers and its transformation into a fabric is one of the
oldest human crafts and technologies. Various historical textiles and materials, as an invaluable
part of cultural material heritage, testify to social background and time of origin [3]. Through‐
out history more complex fabrics, especially silk fabrics with gold or silver threads, represented
a status symbol of high society and were of great value. Most often they were used for
garments, church vestments, and furniture decoration. Old simple fabrics without or with
smaller patterns made from wool, linen, cotton, or similar fibers, are also greatly appreciated
and carefully preserved [4].

The manufacture of closely woven silk fabric with multicolored Jacquard patterns always
required a weaver with certain technological knowledge, skill of transferring a pattern on the
fabric, and sense of matching colors in the pattern. Woven fabric is formed by interlacing warp
and weft threads according to a weave and pattern in order to produce a compact fabric with
an appropriate design. In addition, the appearance of the fabric depends on the density of warp
and weft threads, composition and fineness of yarn, thread tension, loom type, and the weaver
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(precision, patience, skill, knowledge of weaves, matching of density and color, etc.), especially
when it comes to hand weaving.

It is assumed that wool is the oldest fiber that was used for making fabric. However, the oldest
preserved samples are not from wool, although records mention wool processing. Egyptians
wrapped mummies mainly in linen, which did not decompose, and in addition, their religion
did not allow taking animal fibers into the tomb; this is the main reason why wool fabrics are
not the oldest preserved samples. Over time, certain skills and weaving techniques preserved
in secrecy in narrower communities were developed. Increasingly more valuable and more
beautiful fabrics recognizable by regions and communities of origin began to appear. The value
of a fabric was assessed according to the raw materials’ complexity of manufacturing and
pattern size. The fabric was evaluated according to the raw material (silk), fineness, density,
and the complexity of manufacturing, had mostly a high price, and in some regions it was used
as currency. Valuable preserved patterns belonged to the higher class, for vestments and
appropriate clothing for various ceremonies.

Sensitivity of textile products and tendency to decompose represent a particular difficulty in
assessing the beginnings of fabric manufacturing as well as manufacturing complexity. The
oldest preserved samples of linen fabrics were taken from Egyptian mummies and date back
to 5000 BC, when woven fabrics of certain dimensions were also woven. Most of the preserved
fabrics with complex patterns were woven from natural silk. China had a centuries-old
monopoly in the production and processing of natural silk. However, this monopoly was
threatened as early as in the 12th century by the Italian city of Luca, which was the most famous
producer of silk in the West. In the 13th century, the Silk Guild of Paris produced famous green
silk fabrics woven with motifs of birds, lilies, and vine leaves. After that, the German city of
Regensburg was known for its half-silk fabrics and Venice for samples of brocade with metallic
golden threads. The following are some familiar names of fabrics woven on handlooms and
their description [5].

Velvet is a fabric produced by weaving weft and warp threads in the form of loops, which are
then cut to create the pile effect on the fabric face. It may be warp effect if warp threads are cut
or weft effect if weft threads are cut. In hand weaving velvet is mostly made with patterns,
and the pattern creates the pile effect which can be cut in different heights and in combination
with loops (as terry cloth) depending on the pattern or the weaver’s imagination. Fabrics with
greater pile densities are called velours.

Brocade is a heavy, Jacquard-type fabric with a raised pattern or floral design. Traditionally,
the pattern is produced with gold or silver weft threads. Weft threads are actually made from
linen or wool wrapped with thin flat metal which is gold-plated or silver-plated.

Damask fabric is a firm and glossy Jacquard-patterned fabric made of silk, wool, linen, cotton,
or synthetic fibers, with a pattern formed by weaving. It is characterized by the combination
of satin and sateen weave, made with one warp and one weft in which, generally, the satin
warp and the sateen weft weaves interchange. The figures or the designs are in the weft and
the background is in the warp. Twill or other binding weaves may sometimes be introduced.
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The term originally referred to ornamental silk fabrics, which were elaborately woven in colors,
sometimes with the addition of gold and other metallic threads. Damask weaves are commonly
produced today in silk, linen, or linen-type fabrics that feature woven patterns featuring
flowers, fruit, forms of animal life, and other types of ornament.

Double cloth is a kind of woven fabric woven from two sets of warp threads and two sets of
weft threads. Through weaving, two distinct fabrics are made, connected by the binding weft
or warp threads. The fabric is very strong and compact and was mostly woven from wool in
hand weaving.

Gros de tours fabric is a ribbed silk fabric made with a two- or three-ply warp interlaced with
organzine and tram weft. Rep weave creates longitudinal or transversal stripes on the fabric.
Stripes can be more or less distinct. This weave type is defined as plain weave with double
threads in one thread system (mostly double weft threads) forming a ribbed appearance of the
fabric. The fabric is made with a high density so it is necessary to draw into more than two
heddle shafts with straight or broken draft. This disburdens shafts and warps are arranged in
several shafts although they bind in the same way, so they do not cover in the fabric which is
possible, especially if they are drawn into the same dent of the reed. Thus, the fabric appearance
is nicer and more uniform because each thread has a certain width within the fabric and they
are mutually parallel in spite of a high density. In this manner double threads that bind in the
same way create stripes.

Lame is a shimmering fabric that is created by combining metallic threads, often of gold or
silver, and natural or synthetic threads into a woven fabric.

Lampas is a figured textile in which a pattern composed of weft floats bound by a binding
warp is added to a ground fabric formed by a main warp and a main weft. The ground fabric
is mainly woven in plain, twill, or satin weave or their derived weaves with the smallest weave
units. The weft, which creates the pattern, may be in the same color as the main weft or the
decorative (multicolor) one, binding in plain, twill, or satin or only floats on the fabric face as
extra weft-figured and/or brocaded.

Lisere is a fabric with a pattern created by the floating main weft.

Taffeta is a dense plain woven fabric. In hand weaving these fabrics are mainly woven figured
with lance (extra) or brocaded wefts.

Extra weft fabric – the weft creating the pattern on the fabric is inserted over the entire fabric
width. It is on the fabric face only where the pattern is created.

Brocaded weft fabric – the weft creating the pattern is on the face of the fabric and is seen only
where the pattern is, and it is not woven in the other parts of the fabric. For this reason the
weft consumption is lower which is especially significant if gold or silver threads are used.
During insertion the brocaded weft is not cut for each weft thread, but at the end of the pattern
it is returned into the pattern in the next shed, and thus relatively strong edges of the pattern
are made. Pattern design of fabrics with brocaded wefts is performed with the fabric face
pointing downward which facilitates and accelerates the weaving.
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3. First looms

At the beginning of weaving longitudinal threads (warp threads) were hung next to each other
on a bar with hanging weights forming one set of threads which were then interlaced with
horizontally arranged threads (weft threads). Wefts were inserted, beaten up from bottom to
top. This way a fabric of specific structure, softness, breathability, and comfort was produced.

In the old records weaving frames are described. The warp was taut during weaving, previ‐
ously dimensioned fabrics were woven and later they were joined laterally and transformed
into simple articles of clothing.

The form of the first loom changed through history and it cannot be said for certain whether
the first loom was vertical or horizontal (Fig. 1). Vertical looms take up less space and are more
suitable for weaving outside dwellings, but their height required prolonged abnormal body
posture and standing work, especially in the beginnings of weaving when the warp was hung
to weights and the weft was inserted from top to bottom. This made weft beating up more
difficult. No higher warp and weft densities could be achieved, warp tension was irregular,
and each weft was inserted by interlacing the warp with fingers, until the formation of the
shed was invented. Vertical looms were developed mostly for weaving loosely woven fabrics
in the warp direction, but with very high strength. The assumption is that the tapestries, rugs
and carpets were mainly woven on vertical looms with larger widths where the colored weft
conceals the loosely woven warp and creates a pattern. By tightening the warp on both sides
of the frames, thereby eliminating the weights for tightening the warp, it is possible to weave
from bottom to top, which made weft beating up easier and achieving a higher weft density.
Additional bars and strings enabled to form two sheds, specifically for weaving in plain weave;
this increased the fabric production and quality of these looms. Vertical looms are more
suitable than horizontal ones for weaving larger patterns, according to the picture, which can
be easily placed under the warp (no shafts that prevent placing the picture below the warp as
on horizontal looms) as well as drawing pictures or drawings on the warp before weaving.
This has resulted in unique items of immeasurable values. Despite slower work, and thus lower
productivity in relation to the horizontal loom, vertical looms were probably more numerous
at the beginning of weaving. Because of their simpler construction, vertical looms allowed
achieving the utilization of the whole warp whereby it is possible to weave fabrics with
selvedges on all four sides to make one article of clothing without cutting. This fact is confirmed
by the preserved samples of fabrics (e.g., oldest woollen fabric woven in Europe with the edges
on all four sides found in Bosnia and Herzegovina 1983; fabric age dates back to 3550-3800) [6].
It can be interpreted from the loom drawings carved in stone or clay that they are more reliable
and older evidence of the beginnings of the craft of weaving and weaving process than the
preserved samples of fabrics [7].

Horizontal looms are more suitable for weaving in dwellings; weavers wove in a sitting or
squatting position. With the introduction of shafts and treadles weaving on the horizontal
loom became easier because of the use of the feet (to press treadles) and hands (weft beating).
Horizontal looms experienced a noticeable development as weaving the most complex
patterns. Their productivity rose, with the introduction of the shuttle with a cop, especially in
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case of simpler patterns. Their development was in several directions, e.g., with regard to raw
materials, weaving processes, and pattern complexity. Over time, the increasing weavers’
skills became more apparent in interlacing warp and weft threads creating more complex
weaves, using different raw materials, finer yarn counts, and greater thread densities. In
weaving greater lengths and widths of fabrics were achieved, and fabrics were later cut and
sewn into more complex items of clothing. Larger and more complex patterns requiring an
excellent skill and knowledge of weavers were created. The yarn was dyed with natural
dyestuffs and woven, or less frequently, the fabric was dyed after weaving. Woollen fabrics
were sometimes filled in order to produce warmer and softer articles of clothing. At the same
time looms were adapted for weaving more complex patterns and lightweight fabrics. In this
regard, horizontal looms were at an advantage: the fabric had regular and uniform dimensions
across the width; it was possible to create a shed by pressing the treadles with a variety of
connecting shafts and treadles, which made it easier to insert the weft; easier and faster
weaving; better quality fabrics; and more possibilities of pattern design. Horizontal looms
became increasingly complicated when making larger patterns and larger dimensions with
extreme fineness and density of threads, which required a complex and longer warp and weft
preparation. For larger fabric widths looms with two pairs of treadles and with two weavers
working in pairs were constructed (Fig. 2). Sometimes, weavers were also artists or worked
with them closely in weaving large patterns. Art paintings, which corresponded to proportions
of drawings and colors, were adapted and woven. This required long training of weavers for
weaving such patterns and reading the records of the pattern, but also artistic talent in
matching colors according to the model, and skill in using different weaving techniques and
knowledge of weaves that were the most suitable for the development of certain patterns and
designs. Horizontal looms were specialized in weaving specific raw materials (for lightweight
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Figure 1. Warping on the loom in the form of a frame to produce a fabric with selvedges on 
all four sides; a) vertical loom, b) horizontal loom
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complex patterns. Their productivity rose, with the introduction of the shuttle with a cop, 
especially in case of simpler patterns. Their development was in several directions, e.g., with 
regard to raw materials, weaving processes, and pattern complexity. Over time, the 
increasing weavers’ skills became more apparent in interlacing warp and weft threads 
creating more complex weaves, using different raw materials, finer yarn counts, and greater 
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silk fabrics, heavy woollen fabrics, etc.), in the technique of weaving (velvet, terry, damask,
lampas, etc.), in the complexity of a pattern (with extra floating wefts (lance), with brocaded
wefts, with metal (gold-plated or silver-plated wefts etc.). The complexity of making patterns
begins with the use of fiber (e.g., natural silk, linen, wool, cotton), yarn count (from the finest
silk threads to coarse wool and metallic threads), and warp and weft density amounting to 150
threads/cm.

On the first looms, the warp had a relatively small length which sufficed for making an article
of clothing. That the skill of weaving existed in the Stone Age is witnessed by findings of bone
needles and dressmaking equipment made of stone. One of the more valuable artifacts are
stone weights for the warp, which originate from Troy 2500 years BC, confirming the use of
looms at that time [8].

Figure 2. Horizontal loom for larger fabric widths

4. Development of looms and weaving machines for more complex
weaving patterns

The first looms for making larger patterned fabrics with larger repeats that were predecessors
to the Jacquard loom had a very complex construction (Fig. 3a). Before making a Jacquard loom
with programming cards, making patterns with a great weave unit in combination of different
weaves required a very complex weaving preparation and weaving itself [9]. A stencil plate
(Fig. 3b) was prepared according to a painting, which was usually an artist’s work of art. A
copy of the painting and sometimes the original work was divided into squares that were 1
cm wide and 1 cm long.
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Figure 3. a) Weaving loom for making old complex patterns before the Jacquard weaving 
loom, b) picture prepared for weaving with number of effects in the picture 

First, it was necessary to determine the density of ends/1 cm and to calculate the total 
number of warp threads (density of ends/1 cm multiplied by the fabric width to be woven with 
the addition of threads for selvedges). According to the painting, the number of effects on 
the fabric pattern, which were distinguished by color and / or weave, were determined. One 
thread system was single-colored (or hidden) and another multicolored (creating the fabric 
face). In such patterns, the warp is usually single-colored, and the weft is in different colors, 
which creates a pattern on the fabric face. In this way, the preparation of single-colored warp 
is simpler and faster. According to this weaving technique, the warp threads were hidden 
within the fabric by beating up the weft, whereas the multicolored weft created versatile 
effects on the fabric. In order to hide the warp threads on the fabric face, the warp threads 
should be loosely warped, tauter, stronger, twisted, and preferably thinner than the weft 
threads. This relationship is mostly based on experience, now known as double weft, triple 
weft, or multiweft fabrics. In multiwarp fabrics the weft is invisible, the warp threads create a 
pattern, and they are finer and denser than the weft threads. Warp threads were dyed before 
warping, so warp preparation and warping lasted longer, but weaving was faster because 
the weft was mostly single-colored. A group of cords for drawing warp threads for the 
corresponding effect is assigned to each effect on the picture or the fabric. One of the 
weavers pulled the cords (weaving with two weavers) according to the corresponding effect 
over the whole warp width. The other weaver had to watch out for the effect in the direction 
of the fabric width and insert the corresponding weft color. In order to insert the warp thread 
over the whole fabric width, the cords for each effect in the fabric fell had to be drawn. The 
weft color corresponding to the effect was inserted in that fabric segment where this effect 
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First, it was necessary to determine the density of ends/1 cm and to calculate the total number
of warp threads (density of ends/1 cm multiplied by the fabric width to be woven with the
addition of threads for selvedges). According to the painting, the number of effects on the
fabric pattern, which were distinguished by color and / or weave, were determined. One thread
system was single-colored (or hidden) and another multicolored (creating the fabric face). In
such patterns, the warp is usually single-colored, and the weft is in different colors, which
creates a pattern on the fabric face. In this way, the preparation of single-colored warp is
simpler and faster. According to this weaving technique, the warp threads were hidden within
the fabric by beating up the weft, whereas the multicolored weft created versatile effects on
the fabric. In order to hide the warp threads on the fabric face, the warp threads should be
loosely warped, tauter, stronger, twisted, and preferably thinner than the weft threads. This
relationship is mostly based on experience, now known as double weft, triple weft, or
multiweft fabrics. In multiwarp fabrics the weft is invisible, the warp threads create a pattern,
and they are finer and denser than the weft threads. Warp threads were dyed before warping,
so warp preparation and warping lasted longer, but weaving was faster because the weft was
mostly single-colored. A group of cords for drawing warp threads for the corresponding effect
is assigned to each effect on the picture or the fabric. One of the weavers pulled the cords
(weaving with two weavers) according to the corresponding effect over the whole warp width.
The other weaver had to watch out for the effect in the direction of the fabric width and insert
the corresponding weft color. In order to insert the warp thread over the whole fabric width,
the cords for each effect in the fabric fell had to be drawn. The weft color corresponding to the
effect was inserted in that fabric segment where this effect was drawn according to the pattern
and the program for raising the cords for this effect depended on the weave. After the weft
thread had been inserted over the whole fabric width for all effects being woven at that
moment, the weft threads were beaten up, and the process was repeated for the next weft
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insertion. The pattern was woven face downward for easier weft insertion, and a mirror was
used to control the fabric pattern. The number of picks/cm depended on weft thickness and
beat-up force. The thinner the weft thread and the stronger the beat up force of the weft, the
more beautiful the pattern, with more distinct and accurate pattern contours created, but
weaving time was longer or more weft threads had to be inserted per 1 cm. Similarly, the
density of warp threads affected the quality and appearance of the fabric pattern. The greater
the warp density and the finer the warp threads, the more distinct were the contours and the
fabric pattern was more beautiful and more faithful. Fabric patterns made by hand weaving
large patterns from natural silk, especially in combination with gold-plated and silver-plated
threads (brocades) are of exceptional value [10].

The first weaving loom on which punched cards raised and lowered warp threads according
to a program was invented by Joseph Marie Jacquard [9] in 1805 (Fig. 4). This loom raised warp
threads with the help of a program card. This eliminated pulling cords according to effects.
One cord was pulled attached to the prism and moved the card for one weft thread. By pressing
the treadle the needles would come into contact with the card. The card is read for each weft
and usage of hooks and the harness raises warp threads (punched hole in the card) or remains
in the lower shed (unpatched hole in the card) over the whole width.

Figure 4. Jacquard loom (1805)
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A punched hole in the card means that the needle passes through it and pulls the hook because
it is engaged with the knife and will raise all the cords fastened to this hook and the heddles
hung on the corresponding cords, and thus the threads drawn into the corresponding hed‐
dles. If there is no hole in the card, the needle remains on the card surface and does not pull the
hook, it is not in contact with the knife and will not pull it, as cords or heddles and warp threads
will remain in the lower shed position. One or more weft threads are inserted by colors and
fineness, depending on fabric effects in this fabric segment. The technique of weft insertion by
effects is the same as on the previous loom without punched card, only the shed is inactive until
all weft threads are inserted as required by the pattern. This weaving technique using punched
card (Jacquard punched card loom) achieves higher production, enables easier operation, and
machine operation is built for one weaver and there are fewer possible faults [11].

5. Development of automatic Jacquard looms

Some inventors attempted to build a mechanically driven machine back in the eighteenth
century. Cartwright applied steam power to drive the loom. Mechanical machines increasingly
dominated in weaving mills of that time. Industrial production began in the second half of the
eighteenth century. In 1894, Northrop invented a pirn changer, a mechanical device that
provides automatic supply of weft in looms by changing the contents of the shuttle without
stopping the loom. Large-patterned fabrics became possible because of weft pattern forming
(two shuttle boxes on each side of the machine or 3 multicolored weft threads) and the use of
the Jacquard power loom (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Mechanical Jacquard shuttle loom with weave design
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The production increased a number of times; the machines were improved dramatically and
new manufacturers appeared. Weft pattern forming was made possible by adding four shuttle
boxes on each side of the machine, which allowed up to 7 multicolored weft threads. Automatic
shuttle looms were improved and used for nearly one century and played a predominant role
in the historical development of weaving. Shuttle-less weaving machines appeared in the mid-
twentieth century (Fig. 6) [12].

The advantage of shuttle-less weaving machines is their high productivity, higher product
quality, and easier and more comfortable machine operation. On shuttle-less weaving
machines, weft threads are inserted into the shed only from one side; they are unwound from
the supply package outside the machine which causes problems for making strong and quality
selvedges on the fabric. These machines run at high speeds because the weft inserter picks up
each weft individually and it is lighter than the shuttle. On shuttle looms, the shuttle inserts
the weft on the weft cop; they are slow and cannot achieve the speed of shuttle-less looms. The
basic construction of shuttle-less looms does not differ significantly from the construction of
shuttle looms; the only exception is the weft inserter. All devices on the loom can be classified
into four basic groups: warp-unwinding devices, shed forming devices, weft inserters, and
fabric winding devices.

The looms are divided into the following according to shed formation: cam loom, dobby loom,
and Jacquard loom, and according to weft insertion: projectile, rapier (rigid and flexible), air
jet, and water jet looms. Besides single-phase weft insertion (one weaving cycle is one weft
thread), there are multiphase weaving looms. The weaving machine being developed in this
direction is serial shed weaving machine which inserts 4 weft threads at each moment over the
fabric width, and its productivity amounts to 6.000 m of weft/min. The other devices are weft
patterning devices, warp and weft stop motions, weft accumulators, control devices, etc. [13].

Figure 6. Electronic Jacquard shuttle-less weaving machine
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Electronic Jacquard shuttle-less weaving machines have several advantages over looms with
weave design. Electronic Jacquard allows better and more productive weaving. Using
CAD/CAM systems in weaving shortens the pattern preparation for weaving by several times.
The CAD (Computer Aided Design) system processes fabric design parameters and adapts
the pattern (figure) for weaving. The CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) system for
weaving allows controlling the production process of the loom and contains the data required
for the process of weaving. CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing) for the process control
of the whole weaving mill allows complete overview of the production, Internet contact with
each loom allowing remote control, service, correction, and repair of the program.

The latest developments in Jacquard weaving are harness-less looms (Fig. 7). The upper part
of the Jacquard loom (Jacquard) is “lowered” directly above the bottom machine performing
the weaving process. In this way, the machine height has been considerably reduced and no
harness is necessary that has to be replaced after a certain time period. These weaving machines
have certain drawbacks compared with Jacquard looms with harness, but their development
goes on indicating a new, more cost-effective way of weaving fabrics with large patterns.

Figure 7. Electronic Jacquard loom without harness (Grosse’s Unished Jacquard)

Despite the rapid development of the textile industry in the twentieth century, hand weaving
has remained in handcraft industry, even in factories for manufacturing carpets having high
value and quality. Today, Mexican and Persian carpets made on vertical hand looms are
famous for their long life and beauty throughout the world.

6. Experimental part

The silk fabric, which will be analyzed here as an example, was woven on the Jacquard loom
(Table 1, Fig. 8). The ground warp is black and has an even density across the fabric width.
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The ground warp (black) and the ground weft (black) are woven in plan weave across the
whole fabric surface, regardless of whether it is the ground fabric or the pattern. Various
weaves and color combinations of the warp and weft compose fabric effects. The weaving
machine is equipped with two warp beams: one warp beam is intended for the ground warp,
and the other warp beam is intended for the pattern warp.

Warp density (ends/cm)
Ground warp (black) 92

Pattern warp (in 7 colors) 50

Weft density (picks/cm)
Ground weft (black) 35

Pattern warp (blue and red) 36

Fineness of warp threads (dtex)
Ground warp (black) 44

Pattern warp (in 7 colors) 94

Fineness of weft threads (dtex)
Ground weft (black) 82

Pattern warp (blue and red) 242

Table 1. Basic parameters of the tested fabric
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Figure 8. Fabric pattern with a multicolored warp (ground: black, pattern: cream-colored, pale gray, gray, dark gray,
yellow, brown, and dark brown) and multicolored wefts (ground: black, extra floating weft: blue and red) 1-4 effects
created by the pattern
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Figure 9. Weave design for 1x1 cm fabric (pronounced square on the fabric pattern, Fig. 8) 
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Figure 11. The third effect is created by different colors of warp threads; a) cream-colored, 
b) pale gray, c) gray, d) dark gray, d) yellow, f) brown, g) dark brown; they interlace with the 
ground in 5-end warp satin; on the back side, ground warp  (black) and ground weft (black) 
interlace in plain weave  
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Figure 12. The third effect is created by the red and blue weft threads which interlace with 
pattern warp threads in 5-end weft satin; on the back side, the ground warp (black) and 
ground weft (black) interlace in plain weave, in the middle section of the fabric the pattern 
warp threads interlace with the ground warp threads in 8-end warp satin; a) 5-end weft satin, 
b) 8-end weft satin; c) plain weave, d) cross section with blue weft on the fabric face, e) 
cross section with red warp thread on the fabric face 

Figure 11. The third effect is created by different colors of warp threads; a) cream-colored, b) pale gray, c) gray, d) dark
gray, d) yellow, f) brown, g) dark brown; they interlace with the ground in 5-end warp satin; on the back side, ground
warp (black) and ground weft (black) interlace in plain weave
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Figure 13. The fourth effect is created by different colors of the warp threads: a) cream-
colored, b) pale gray, c) gray, d) dark gray, e) yellow, f) brown, g) dark brown interlace with Figure 13. The fourth effect is created by different colors of the warp threads: a) cream-colored, b) pale gray, c) gray, d)

dark gray, e) yellow, f) brown, g) dark brown interlace with the ground weft in 8-end warp satin; on the fabric face, the
ground warp (black) and ground weft (black) interlace in plain weave

7. Discussion

Marked effects on the fabric are only those created by different weaves. Effects by the colors
of warp and weft threads are not specifically identified, but they are visible on the fabric and
in the weave development. In addition to the ground weft, two extra floating wefts (lance) (red
and blue) creating the pattern with the pattern warp run in the weft direction. The pattern
warp and lance weft threads are on the back side of the fabric and do not interlace in the ground
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fabric part. The fabric was woven on the Jacquard weaving machine, and the pattern does not
include the weave unit. The weave is drawn on the appropriate graph paper which corre‐
sponds to the ratio of warp-to-weft density. Since the weave unit is relatively large, the total
number of warp and weft threads is not covered by the analysis of drawing the weave. That
is why the weave of only one fabric part has been drawn, covering all the effects. It is important
that in the transition from one into another effect there is opposing thread (warp or weft) float.
In that case, a certain displacement of interlacing points in favor opposing thread float is
allowed which was done in the figure representing the weave development (Fig. 9).

The looms, which were used to weave pattern fabrics before Jacquard weaving, had to be
adjusted for this kind of interlacement which required a specific skill and knowledge of the
weaver. In transition areas of effects the weave is disrupted, meaning that the weft interlacing
point is applied in one effect opposite the warp interlacing point in the other effect and vice
versa in order to point out the boundary between two effects. In hand weaving, the weaver
had to pull weft threads past the shed in transition areas of effects in order to create opposing
thread float. Pulling the weft thread through in these areas was difficult and resulted in faults
in the weave, breaks of warp threads and longer weaving. This problem disappeared when
Jacquard looms were introduced because cards were punched according to the prepared
weaving pattern where opposing thread float had been drawn. In this way, the shed was
opened for each warp with opposing thread float in areas between effects, resulting in a great
increase of productivity and fabric quality. Punching cards for each warp thread allowed
forming one shed for all effects and weft colors to be inserted into the corresponding shed.
Thus, it was unnecessary that the other weaver raised warp threads according to the effects
because the card was punched for all warp threads over the whole fabric width or all effects
across the fabric width at this moment.

Each effect is explained in detail below:

• The first effect is the ground part of the fabric, where the ground warp (black) and the ground
weft (black) are interlaced in plain weave (Fig. 10).

• The pattern warp in different colors (cream-colored, pale gray, gray, dark gray, yellow,
brown, and dark brown) and the ground weft makes the second effect (black). The weave
on the fabric face (pattern warp and ground weft) is 5-end warp satin (A 4/1 with a leap to
the right), and plain weave on the backside (ground black warp and ground black weft)
(Fig. 11).

• The third effect is made by the lance weft (black or red) and the pattern warp in different
colors (cream-colored, pale gray, gray, dark gray, yellow, brown, or dark brown) which
interlace in weft 5-end satin (A ¼ with a leap 3 to the right), and the weft is visible on the
fabric face. In one fabric segment the red weft and the blue weft interchange, and the logic
rule of their interchange in the pattern is not visible. In the second effect, the ground weft
and the pattern warp in different colors interlace in 8-end warp satin (A 7/1 with a leap 3 to
the right) which is the middle layer of the fabric, while the ground warp and the ground
weft interlace in plain weave on the backside of the fabric (Fig. 12).
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in the weave, breaks of warp threads and longer weaving. This problem disappeared when
Jacquard looms were introduced because cards were punched according to the prepared
weaving pattern where opposing thread float had been drawn. In this way, the shed was
opened for each warp with opposing thread float in areas between effects, resulting in a great
increase of productivity and fabric quality. Punching cards for each warp thread allowed
forming one shed for all effects and weft colors to be inserted into the corresponding shed.
Thus, it was unnecessary that the other weaver raised warp threads according to the effects
because the card was punched for all warp threads over the whole fabric width or all effects
across the fabric width at this moment.

Each effect is explained in detail below:

• The first effect is the ground part of the fabric, where the ground warp (black) and the ground
weft (black) are interlaced in plain weave (Fig. 10).

• The pattern warp in different colors (cream-colored, pale gray, gray, dark gray, yellow,
brown, and dark brown) and the ground weft makes the second effect (black). The weave
on the fabric face (pattern warp and ground weft) is 5-end warp satin (A 4/1 with a leap to
the right), and plain weave on the backside (ground black warp and ground black weft)
(Fig. 11).

• The third effect is made by the lance weft (black or red) and the pattern warp in different
colors (cream-colored, pale gray, gray, dark gray, yellow, brown, or dark brown) which
interlace in weft 5-end satin (A ¼ with a leap 3 to the right), and the weft is visible on the
fabric face. In one fabric segment the red weft and the blue weft interchange, and the logic
rule of their interchange in the pattern is not visible. In the second effect, the ground weft
and the pattern warp in different colors interlace in 8-end warp satin (A 7/1 with a leap 3 to
the right) which is the middle layer of the fabric, while the ground warp and the ground
weft interlace in plain weave on the backside of the fabric (Fig. 12).
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• The fourth effect is made by the pattern warps in different colors (cream-colored, pale gray,
gray, dark gray, yellow, brown, and dark brown) and the ground weft (black) in 8-end warp
satin (A 7/1 with a leap 3 to the right) (Fig. 13).

8. Conclusion

The historical development of weaving dates back before the Neolithic period. Interweaving
brushwood in building dwellings is the forerunner of interlacing warp and weft threads in
fabric making. At first, a coarse textile fabric with low-density simple weaves was made; by
increasing yarn fineness and improving weaving procedures, the fabric became finer and more
comfortable. Gradually, weaving skills and techniques kept in secrecy in the narrower
community were developed. Larger and more complex patterns were introduced. Weaving
looms changed throughout history and were adapted to types of fabrics woven on the loom.
The manufacture of fabrics with larger and more complex patterns, before Jacquard looms had
been constructed, was performed on more complex designed Jacquard looms operated by two
weavers according to a drawing or a picture. Productivity was very low regardless of the skill
and training of weavers. Yarn preparation (spinning, dyeing, warping, drawing in) required
an operator's knowledge and skills. With the advent of the Jacquard loom in the early nine‐
teenth century, productivity rose several times as well as the quality of weaving; one weaver
operated the loom.

The principle of the shed formation using a card with punched and unpunched holes did not
change for decades. Only the Jacquard gauge changed and the possibility of weaving with
several differently interlacing warp threads increased. With the advent of shuttle weft insertion
power looms productivity increased several times. Machine operation was simpler, because
of the automatic pirn change in the shuttle, one weaver could operate several looms, and the
fabric became better and cheaper. The electronic Jacquard loom with CAD/CAM weaving
system increased the pattern preparation for weaving as well as the possibility of making larger
patterns or greater weave units. Moreover, the consumption of cards was eliminated as well
as trial weaving, and greater faults in weaving were not possible.

In order to analyze the pattern of the fabric, it is necessary to define the face of the fabric, the
warp and weft direction, and the size of the weaving unit if the fabric pattern involves the
weave unit. The analysis of the large pattern fabric involves analyzing the fabric construction
parameters for each design or the development of each fabric effect. Due to the complexity of
making the weave in the pattern, the analysis is often conducted only on a small area of fabric
(1×1cm), preferably that it encompasses all designs or analyzes each design separately. The
implementation of such an analysis is important because in order to prepare a certain amount
of yarn by color, warp length, and the method of winding on one or two warp beams. Besides,
it is important to define the density, contraction, and yarn fineness. According to warp thread
density, fabric width, and arrangement of colors in the fabric width it is possible to calculate
the total number of warp threads as well as the number of threads by colors. According to the
weaves per designs, it is necessary to draw in warp threads into the harness according to the
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weave, design program, and lowering warp threads (manual pulling the hooks before the
Jacquard, punching the cards after the Jacquard or pattern preparation using the CAD/CAM
weaving system). In order for the fabric pattern to have precise contours (or boundaries)
between individual designs, it is necessary to subsequently move the warp and weft interlacing
points (to achieve opposing thread float as much as possible) on the edges of the design.
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